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ABSTRACT 

Two complex resource allocation problems motivate the 

algorithms and applications discussed in this dissertation. 

The Public Broadcasting Service (PBS), a cooperative of tele

vision stations with independent budgets, must decide which 

programs to purchase from various producers and at what cost 

to its member stations. The airports of America must decide 

how to allocate limited takeoff and landing slots to com

peting airlines. Both problems are recognized as zer%ne 

decision problems with multiple resource constraints. 

A computer aided allocation mechanism is proposed as 

an alternative to the currently practiced decision proce

dures. Bid information, solicited in an auction phase,pro

vides values to parameterize a mathematical model. An 

optimization phase is then used to generate the best 

solution for the given information. 

The integer programming algorithms required to solve 

the particular models suggested are explored in detail. A 

best bound enumeration strategy which uses a surrogate knap

sack relaxation is developed. Computer storage requirements 

are curtailed by using a new greedy heuristic for general 

integer programming problems. 

vii 
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The PBS model has a structure closely related to 

certain fixed charge problems. This allows the use of 

necessary conditions for the existence of a solution of 

capacitated transportation problems to test the feasibility 

of candidate solution vectors. In the SLOT model feasibi

lity testing is a trivial matter of maintaining running row 

sums. The bound provided by the knapsack relaxation is 

further enhanced with the addition of a set of generalized 

choice constraints. An efficient polynomial algorithm 

and proof of optimality are given for the linear relaxation 

of this problem. A procedure for generating a set of 

generalized choice constraints from any set of logical 

constriants is also given. 

The viability of the approach developed and the 

effects of parameter variation are computationally tested in 

both PBS and SLOT contexts. Some further computational 

results for project selection, set covering, and multiple 

knapsack problems are reported. A broad class of mixed 

integer linear programming problems is defined (e.g., 

capital expenditure and network design problems) and a 

suitable relaxation for a similar approach is developed. 

Finally, several new directions for research in algorithmic 

development and application are proposed. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Statement 

Recent effort in experimental economics has been 

directed toward devising marketplace rules and auction 

mechanisms which maximize surplus in a given economic 

system (Arnihud 1976). Two systems currently under scrutiny 

are the Public Broadcasting Service's (PBS) method for 

selecting programs to be purchased and the airport time 

slot allocation problem brought about by federal deregula

tion efforts to encourage carrier competition. These and 

related problems provide scenarios which clearly fit into 

the area of discrete alternative decision making. Briefly: 

1. The Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) Problem: 

A group of television stations, each with an 

independent budget constraint, comprise a net

work. The network, through a committee of 

station representatives, must decide which 

programs to purchase from independent producers. 

The portion of program cost borne by each 

station requesting that program must also be 

determined (Ferejohn, Forsythe and Noll 1979). 

1 



2. The Airport Time Slot Problem (SLOT): 

Each airport has only a certain number of 

takeoff and landing time slots available daily. 

Many airlines would be willing to pay for a 

given takeoff slot at one airport provided they 

receive the corresponding landing slot at some 

other airport. The airports must find a way 

to allocate time slots among competing airlines 

with some consideration for scheduling require

ments (Grether, Isaac and Plott 1979). 

2 

The PBS problem is representative of a class of 

discrete public goods decision problems. Achievement of a 

pareto optimal solution in such situations is considered 

desirable, but uncertain value information, divergence of 

preferences and basic human interaction lead to a difficult 

decision process. An interactive optimization mechanism, 

which fairly explores the region of feasible alternatives, 

is clearly indicated. 

The SLOT problem is one of complex substructure. Each 

airline involved must deal with its own flight scheduling 

activities, a fact not to be ignored in designing a slot 

allocation procedure. Currently allocations are made in 

separate sessions at each airport by committees comprised 

of airline representatives interested in local privileges. 

Under pseudo-parliamentary rules and ineluctably 
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antagonistic conditions the task is performed with no 

guarantee of a reasonable outcome. Recently (September 

1980) the committee at Was.hington National Airport failed 

to reach an agreement. A centralized allocation mechanism, 

which allows airlines the opportunity to input scheduling 

requests and alternatives for all airport slots, seems a 

desirable improvement. 

In both mechanisms the most complex part of the 

decision task would be borne by a computerized optimization 

routine. Information solicited in the form of bids from 

any agents involved could be used to parameterize the 

mathematical model. An obvious prerequisite to the design, 

testing, and implementation of such mechanisms is the 

availability of optimization algorithms capable of finding 

the best resource allocation. This thesis is concerned with 

the design of algorithms for solving the appropriate mathe

matical models. The remainder of Chapter 1 will present 

a mathematical programming context for these problems, 

briefly review some potential solution approaches, and 

discuss the scope and organization of following chapters. 

1.2 Mathematical Formulation 

The research reported in this thesis commenced with 

an effort to generate an efficient algorithm to solve the 

following mathematical model of the PBS problem: 



PBS 

Maximize E 
j=l,n 

subject to E 
j=l,n 

4 

c(j)x(j); 

a(i,j) < b(i) i=l, ..• ,m; 

E a(i,j) = k(j)x(j) j=l, ... ,n; 
i=l,m 

° 2. a(i,j) < u(i,j) V(i,j); 

x(j) E {O,l} j=l, •.• ,n; 

where b(i), c(j), k(j) and u(i,j) are given non-

negative integers. 

This effort evolved to include the following slot 

allocation model which retains the zer%ne decision 

character and the positive coefficient multiple resource 

constraints of PBS: 

Maximize E c(j)x(j); 
j=l,n 

subject to E e(i,j)x(j) < b(i) i=l, ... ,m; 

SLOT j=l,n 

x(j) E {O,l} j=l, ... ,n; 

where b(i) and c(j) are given non-negative 

integers and e(i,j) is a given element of {O,l}. 

Development and justification of these formulations 

as appropriate mathematical models for the applications 
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intended will be pursued in detail. Meanwhile they suffice 

as a basis for a brief review of existing approaches to 

structurally similar problems. 

1.3 Algorithmic Approaches 

The PBS problem is closely related to the class of 

fixed ~harge facility location (FCFL) problems (see McGinnis 

1977 for a comprehensive review of FCFL solution procedures) . 

There are significant differences between FCFL and PBS which 

are best demonstrated by comparing the two models. Consider 

the following formulation of FCFL: 

Minimize 

subject to 

FCFL 

E E d(i,j)a(i,j) + E c(j)x(j); 
i=l,m j=l,n j=l,n 

E 
j=l,n 

E 
i=l,m 

a(i,j) = b(i) 

a(i,j) < k(j)x(j) 

a(i,j) > 0 

x(j) £ {O,l} 

i=l, .•. ,m; 

j=l, ... ,n; 

Y(i,j); 

j=l, ... ,n. 

Besides the opposed natures of the objectives of PBS and 

FCFL, three other variations are noteworthy: 

1. The constraints which contain the zer%ne 

decision variables are equalities in PBS while 

they are inequalities in FCFL. 



2. The objective in FCFL includes a variable 

cost dependent on the choice of a(i,j) 's 

whereas d(i,j) is zero in PBS. 

3. There is no explicit upper bound on a(i,j) in 

FCFL as there is in PBS. 

6 

The fixed charge facility location (FCFL) problem is 

difficult to solve. Many enumeration schemes have been 

developed in the past dozen years. The classical approach, 

exemplified by Davis and Ray (1969), decomposes the problem 

into enumeration over the integer variables in conjunction 

with solving transportation type subproblems. Ellwein and 

Gray (1971) use a Bender's procedure to partition the problem 

into an integer master problem and linear subproblems. Only 

when certain feasibility and optimality criteria are satis

fied is the linear problem solved and used to generate 

constraints for the integer master problem. The integer 

problem is solved by implicit enumeration. Bulfin (1972) 

adjusts this procedure with the introduction of surrogate 

constraints to simplify the solution of the integer problem. 

Geoffrion and McBride (1978) discuss the use of a Lagrangean 

relaxation on the demand constraints which can dramatically 

sharpen bounds in the enumeration. Rardin and Unger (1976) 

use penalties based on group theory to obtain even tighter 

bounds. The variations in the structure of the PBS problem 

allow the use of a completely different solution strategy. 
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The SLOT problem is a special case of the general 

zer%ne programming problem. Solution procedures origi

nated with Balas' (1965) seminal work. The scope of problems 

in this class is so large that a comprehensive review of 

published approaches is impractical. However, Geoffrion and 

Marsten (1962) give a universal framework for integer 

programming algorithms which can be used to signify major 

differences between approaches. In the given -context the 

most important point for comparison with respect to that 

framework is the choice of relaxation to achieve a bound. 

In all implicit enumeration algorithms integer variables are 

classified as either fixed or free at any given point of the 

procedure. Those variables with fixed values are said to 

form a partial solution. In the classical approach to 

integer problems, the bound, or best possible objective 

value, is found by solving the remaining linear problem in 

the free variables. An alternative approach, discussed by 

Fisher (1978), uses a Lagrangean relaxation which provides 

a bound at least as tight as the linear relaxation. More 

recently the use of surrogate rela~ations has been developed 

in a series of papers by Karwan and Rardin (1977a, 1977b, 

1979a, 1979b). These papers discuss theoretical relation

ships between the various relaxations, give a methodology 

for the application of surrogate duality, and present 

computational results. 



Closely related to the idea of a surrogate con

straint is the idea that for any set of Diaphontine 

equations there exists a single equation which has 

8 

exactly the same solution set. Consequently any integer 

programming problem can be reduced to a partitioning 

problem through the addition of appropriate slack variables 

and the use of the method developed by Bradley (1971). 

Were it not for the great difficulty encountered in solving 

p~rtitioning problems with extremely large constraint co

efficients, all integer problems could be solved in this 

manner. Forgo (1974) proposed a method which combines the 

surrogate approach and the method proposed by Bradley. It 

decomposes the original integer problem into that of solving 

a provably finite altering sequence of partitioning and 

mutually exclusive integer problems. Though the constraint 

coefficients of the partitioning problems generated remain 

quite manageable the ever increasing complexity of the 

integer subproblem may rival that of the original problem. 

It is interesting to note that this method extends the 

surrogate approach of Karwan and Rardin to the case where 

constraint inequalities are made into equalities with 

the addition of integer slack variables. The duality gap 

is completely closed by solving knapsack partitioning sub

problems of an integer master problem rather than knapsack 

packing subproblems of a linear master problem. A variation 



of the knapsack surrogate constraint approach provides 

the basis for the algorithms developed in this research. 

The usual strategy in the framework of Geoffrion 

and Marsten would be to choose a surrogate relaxation at 

ea9h iteration based on the current partial solution. 

However, the procedure developed in this research depends 

on a single surrogate constraint specified prior to the 

iterative phase of the algorithm. The enumeration proceeds 

as it would for the surrogate knapsack problem, and en

countered solutions are tested for feasibility in the 

original constraint space. 

The primary disadvantage of such an approach is 

that the bound provided by the best completion of such 

9 

a fixed surrogate problem is quite likely looser than could 

be achieved with ~ome adaptive relaxation. This is 

especiallY true when the number of fixed variables is great. 

However, the fact that it is trivial to resolve the knap

sack problem renders minimal computational time for bound

ing purposes. Furthermore, feasibility testing in problems 

with special structure is easily executed and fathoming 

can often be enhanced by logical devices natural to zer%ne 

programming. 

Chapter 2 deals with the PBS problem in complete 

detail: description, model st~tement, design for an 

interactive auction optimization mechanism, algorithm 
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development and testing. Chapter 3 does likewise for the 

SLOT problem. Chapter 4 extends the results of the pre

vious two chapters to other applications and suggests some 

new directions for future investigation. Finally, Chapter 

5 summarizes the accomplishments of this research. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE PBS PROBLEM 

2.1 Scenario 

The Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) is a network 

comprised of more than one hundred member stations. As 

a "cooperative" PBS purchases programs from independent 

producers to be broadcast by member stations. Each station 

has its own budget to be allocated among programs available 

for purchase. The PBS problem is to decide which of the 

approximately 300 programs annually available should be 

purchased and what the shared cost of various member stations 

should be. 

Ferejohn, Forsythe and Noll (1979) relate the above 

scenario in greater detail and describe a bidding institu

tion currently employed by PBS to select a set of programs 

for purchase. The efficacy of such auction type mechanisms 

in discrete good decision problems is further examined in 

Ferejohn, Forsythe, Noll and Palfrey (1979). An investigation 

of the mathematical structure of the PBS problem indicates 

that including an optimization phase in the decision making 

procedure should increase the economic surplus generated by 

the set of selected programs. The challenge to design an 

11 



appropriate optimization algorithm provided the original 

stimulus to the research presented in this thesis. 
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The procedure for the proposed interactive auction

optimization mechanism for application in PBS-like contexts 

is given as: 

Step 0 Circulate a lis.t of all programs available 

and their respective costs. 

Step 1 Ask member stations, whose individual 

budgets are public knowledge, to submit 

information in the form of bids which 

indicate their preferences for various 

programs. 

Step 2 Use the submitted information to make an 

"optimal" selection of programs via a 

computerized optimization algorithm. 

Step 3 Feed back program selection and cost shares. 

If some previously stipulated criterion has 

been achieved stop. Otherwise go to Step 1. 

Rules for bidding and the stopping criterion, both matters 

for experimental investigation, need to be determined. The 

mathematical model for the optimization algorithm, which 

will indicate what information is to be solicited from 

member stations, is given in the following section. 
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2.2 Model Statement 

To facilitate the understanding of the formal 

mathematical model a set of parameter definitions is 

presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. PBS Parameters. 

Symbol Definition 

i(=l,m) Index numbering m member stations. 

j(=l,n) Index numbering n available programs. 

b(i) Budget of station i. 

k(j) Cost of program j. 

u(i,j) The most station i would be willing to contri
bute toward purchasing program j (i.e., the bid). 

c(j) The total value of program j to all member 
stations. 

x(j) Decision variable: =1 if program j is purchased; 

a(i,j) 

=0 if program j not purchased .. 

Decision variable: the required contribution of 
station i to program j if it were purchased. 

The parameter u(i,j) of maximal contribution is 

information which can be solicited from the m participating 

stations in bid fODm. If Eu(i,j)b(i) then it shall be 
j 

assumed that b(i)=Eu(i,j) in order to properly weight 
j 

station i's contribution to the total purchasing budget 
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of the network. Furthermore, it seems reasonable to 

establish a lower bound on acceptable bids for each 

program. Below some marginal contribution broadcasting 

rights could not be granted. 

Establishing program values, c(j) is not an obvious 

matter. Some reflection of the problem structure provides 

the following guidelines: 

1.' There exists a "natural" weighting factor, 

the budget b(i) of each station i, which should 

bound its effect on the determination of c(j). 

2. The centralized optimization phase should naively 

assume that when a station submits a list of bids 

for programs, those bids reflect the relative 

values that station has for various programs 

(i.e., for program j station i's relative value 

is r(i,j)= u(i,j)/ E u(i,j). 
j=l,m 

Therefore, using the program value c(j)= E r(i,j)b(i) 
i=l,m 

guarantees the generation of a pareto optimal solution 

for the maximization of economic surplus. 

The mathematical model used in the optimization may 

now be stated: 
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Maximize E C(j)X(j) ~ 
j=l,n 

subject to E a(i,j) < b(i) i=l, .•• ,m~ 
j=l,n 

PBS E a(i,j) = k(j)x(j) 
i=l,m 

j=l, ••• ,n~ 

o ~ a(i,j) < u(i,j) V (i,j) ~ 

x(j) E {O,l} j=l, .•• ,n. 

This model seems to provide certain bidding incentives 

to participating member stations. Since its budget will 

never be violated a member who hedges in bidding is simply 

increasing the risk of having attractive programs cut out. 

If the sum of its bids total less than its budget, its 

influence in program selection will also be reduced. Sub-

mitting bids in excess of true values does not make sense 

because that strategy will only free the contributions of 

other members to improve their lot. Such "demand revealing" 

incentives, discussed in Smith (1979), are normally indi-

cators of an efficient allocation mechanism. 

2.3 Algorithmic Approaches 

Given that member stations are willing to provide 

and accept information regarding program acquisition, the 

decision process pivots on solving the mathematical 

programming model. Finding the optimal allocation for a 

given set of bids is a non-trivial task for which a compu-

terized algorithm must be devised. 
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Recall the mathematical model given in the previous 

section. 

Let S={jlx(j)=l} and S={jlx(j)=O} be mutually 

exclusive and exhaustive sets which partition the indices 

j=l,n. Then associated with any specified set S is the 

following set of inequalities: 

E a(i,j) < b(i) 
jES 

CTP (S ) E a ( i , j) = k ( j ) 
i=l,m 

i=l, ... ,mi 

Ii jES; 

o .::. a(i,j) .::. u(i,j) Ii (i,j). 

The above set of constraints has been labelled 

CTP(S) because it represents the feasible region of a 

capacitated transportation problem as defined by Ford and 

Fulkerson (1957). The approach proposed in this research 

establishes a clever way to generate likely solution vectors 

S while simultaneously enumerating over the integer choice 

space. This approach is developed in the following sections. 

One of the traditional approaches used to solve mixed 

integer programming problems is Benders' (1962) partitioning 

method. Although this method has been successfully applied 

in the context of several fixed charge facility location 

algorithms it is not viable for the PBS problem. The form 

of the linear subproblems to be solved using Benders; method 

is given exactly by CTP(S). The values of the optimal dual 
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variables can then be used to formulate an additional con-

straint to be appended to the integer master problem. The 

failure of this approach is evident upon examination of the 

dual to CTP(S): 

Mimimize E b(i)t(i)-E k(j)v(j) + 
i=l,m jES 

E E u(i,j)q(i,j)~ 

DCTP(S) i=l,m jES 

subject to t ( i) -v ( j) + w ( i , j) > 0 v (i,j) ~ 

t(i) ,v(j) ,w(i,j) .::. 0 v (i,j). 

An obvious solution to DCTP(S) is given by t(i)=v(j)= 

w(i,j)=O. Other than when CTP(S) is infeasible and DCTP(S) 

is correspondingly unbounded the all zero solution is 

provably optimal. It contributes no information to the 

integer master problem. The proof of zero optimality can 

be succinctly outlined as follows. Let {a(i,j)} be feasible 

in CTP(S) and let t(j),v(j),w(i,j) be all zero. Since all 

complementary slackness conditions are trivially satisfied 

the given zero solution satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker conditions 

and hence is optimal. The Lagrangean relaxation approach 

suggested by Geoffrion and McBride (1978) proves more 

interesting. There are two relaxations to be examined: 



LRI 

and 

LR2 
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Mimimize (maximum L c(j)x(j)- L A(j) (k(j)-

subject to 

j=l,n j=l,n 

L a(i,j))); 
i=l,m 

L a(i,j) < b(i) i=l, ••. ,m; 
j=l,n 

o < a(i,j) 2. u(i,j) V (i,j); 

x(j) e: {O,l} j=l, .•• ,n. 

Minimize (maximum L c(j)x(j)-

subject to 

j=l,n 

L A(i)( L a(i,j)-b(i))); 
i=l,m j=l,n 

L a(i,j) > k(j)x(j) 
i=l,m 

j=l, .•. ,n; 

a ~. a(i,j) < u(i,j) V (i,j); 

x(j) e: {O,l} j=l, ..• ,n. 

Both relaxations are equivalent to two person game problems. 

LRI possesses what Geoffrion calls the integrality property: 

that is for a given set of multipliers, {A(j)}, the optimal 

values of each x(j) will always be zero or one even though 

a fractional value is permissable. This precludes LRI from 

providing a better bound than the linear programming relaxa-

tion of PBS. LR2 does not possess this property, promises 
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better bounds and is therefore the more interesting relaxa-

tion. Geoffrion and McBride have proven that it yields a 

bound which is equivalent to solving the linear relaxation 

of PBS with the additional constraints a(i,j) < u(i,j)x(j) 

appended. These constraints are redundant in the integer 

version of the problem. The bound produced by LR2 will be 

further investigated in section 2.~. 

2.4 Testing Feasibility of 
Capacitated Transportation Problems 

For convenience in exposition the capacitated trans-

portation problem constraints introduced in the previous 

section are cannonically formulated as: 

CTP 

E a(i,j)=b(i) 
j=l,s 

E a(i,j)=k(j) 
i:.:l,r 

o < a(i,j) .::. u(i,j) 

i=l, ... ,r; 

j =1, ••• , s; 

v (i,j) 

Without loss of generality all constraints have been made 

equalities and Eb(i) = Ek(j) is assumed. This structure 
i=l,r j=l,s . 

can always be effected with addition of appropriate dummy 

variables. 

Dantzig (1973 pp. 377-83) discusses feasibility 

conditions for CTP. Beside giving the obvious necessary 

conditions that E u(i,j) > 
i=l, r -

E k(j) = E b(i), 
j=l,s i=l,r 

k(j) Vj=l,s and E u(i,j) > b(i) Vi=l,r, he demonstrates 
j=l,s 

through a simple transformation of variables that CTP is 
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feasible if and only if a solution exists for an uncapacita-

ted transportation problem in which certain shipments are 

forbidden. This provides little help in finding a solution, 

since solution generating heuristics for the transportation 

problem (e.g. the northwest: corner rule, Vogel's method) are 

inoperable under such conditions. 

~1any algorithms which attack the capacitated trans-

portation problem use a dual approach (e.g. Ford and 

Fulkerson 1957) in which no primal initial feasible solution 

is necessary. Others, such as the primal algorithm of 

Langley et al. (1974) use an artificial initial solution. 

No mechanism has been designed to generate a feasible solu-

tion to CTP. 

Hmvever some very powerful necessary conditions can 

be extablished to determine the non-existence of a feasible 

solution to CTP. For each variable a(i,j) there exist 

integers m(i,j) and H(i,j) such that 0.::.m(i,j).::.a(i,j)'::'~1(i,j).::. 

u(i,j) in any feasible solution to CTP. Furthermore, the 

following conditions'must be true for a feasible solution 

to exist: 

L (" ) < b (i) i=l, ... ,r; j=l,sm ~,J -
L (" ) .::. k (j) j=l, ... ,s; 

HCOND i=l,rm ~,J 

L ~1 (' ') > b (i) i=l, ••. ,r; '-1 . ~,J J- , s -
L (" ) > k (j) j=l, ..• ,So '-1 M ~,J 

~- ,r 
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Obtaining the m(i,j) 's and M(i,j) 's is an interative 

procedure which may be stated as follows: 

Step ° Set m(i,j,O) = ° V (i,j) 

Set M (i, j, 0) = minimum J u (i , j ) ,b (i) ,k (j ) } . 

Let t=O and change =.false .• 

Step 1 Set m(i,j,t+l)=max {m(i,j,t),b(i)- E M(i,q,t), 
q~j 

k(j)- E M(q,j,t)}. qr i 
If m(i,j,t+l» m(i,j,t) for some (i,j) then 

change =.true •. 

Step 2 Set M(i,j,t+l)=min {M(i,j,t) ,b(i)- E m(i,q,t+l), 
q~j 

k(j)- E m(q,j,t+l)}. 
q~i 

If M(i,j,t+l) < M(i,j,t) for some (i,j) then 

change =.true .. 

Step 3 If change =.false., stop, the current m(i,j) 

and M(i,j) are the strongest attainable 

bounds on a(i,j). Otherwise, let change = 

.false., t+t+l and go to Step 1. 

Notice that this procedure must terminate since m(i,j,t) and 

M (i, j , t) are monotonically increas ing and decrea sing wi th the 

iteration variable t. Otherwise, the lower bound on a(i,j) 

would surpass its upper bound indicating no feasible solu-

tion exists. 

Equivalent conditions have been independently de-

veloped by other researchers. Haley (1963, 1965) first 
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discussed similar conditions for the "Multi-Index Problem". 

The "two-index" case is equivalent to CTP. Moravek and 

Vlach (1967) proved that Haley's conditions are necessary 

but not sufficient by giving a different set of necessary 

conditions not implied by Haley's conditions. In a rejoinder, 

Haley (1967) showed that for the "two-index" case Moravek and 

Vlach's conditions are indeed sufficient. Unfortunately, 

they involve power set manipulations and would be computa-

tionally intractable. 

In the context of the PBS problem MCOND may be used 

to eliminate many trial solutions which are feasible. 

However, if the conditions hold further testing is necessary. 

In this case all is not lost since the values of m(i,j) and 

M(i,j) will often provide bounds on a (i,j) which are much 

tighter than 0 and u(i,j). Consider the problem: 

MF 

Maximize L L a(i,j)~ 
i=l,r j=l,s 

subject to L a(i,j) = b(i) 
j=l,s 

L a(i,j)::. k(j) 
i=l,r 

i=l, ... ,r; 

j=l, ... ,s~ 

m(i,j) < a(i,j) < M(i,j) V (i,j). 

MF is nothing more than a special version of the maximal 

flow problem investigated and solved by Ford and Fulkerson 

(1962). Because of the dyadic structure of the constraints, 

the first scanned-first labelled rule of Edmonds and Karp 
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(1972) may be employed to design an efficient algorithm. 

Only if the optimal solution to MF equals E k(j) is CTP 
j=l,s 

feasible. 

Since solving a large number of maximal flow problems 

would be very time consuming, the algorithm will rely 

heavily on the discriminating power of MCOND. That is, 

few infeasible problems should satisfy the feasibility test. 

Computational experience supports this result. 

2.5 The Imbedded Knapsack: 
A Surrogate Problem 

The most critical factor in the development of a good 

algorithm f?r the PBS problem is the creation of a surrogate 

relaxation for bounding purposes. Consider the inequality 

which results from summing all the supply and demand con-

straints in PBS: 

C 
E k (j ) x (j) < E E a (i, j) < E b (i) =b. 

j=l,n - j=l,n i=l,m - i=l,m 

C provides a natural surrogate constraint relaxation to PBS. 

Of course any solution to PBS will satisfy C but the converse 

is not necessarily true. The complete surrogate relaxation 

is given by: 

Maximize E c(j)x(j); 
j=l,n 

NAP subj ect to E k (j) x (j) < b; 
j=l,n 

x(j) E: {O,l} j=l, ... ,n. 
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This problem generates a valid upper bound which can be 

used in an implicit enumeration scheme for the PBS problem. 

NAP has the well known form of the binary knapsack problem 

(Ingargiola and Korsh (1973), Nauss (1976), Balas and 

Zemel (1977)). Extremely efficient algorithms exist which 

solve this problem. This research will use a variation of 

the algorithm discussed in Bulfin et al. (1979). 

NAP is a relaxation of PBS therefore the optimal 

solution to PBS is the greatest solution to NAP which is 

also feasible to PBS. Since any solution to NAP specifies 

sets S = {jlx(j)=l} and S = {j Ix(j)=O}, then such a solution 

is feasible to PBS if and only if CTP(S) can be satisfied. 

These facts allow the complete enumerafion process for the 

PBS problem to be governed by the enumerative sequence 

generated while feigning to search for the optimal solution 

to NAP. 

In practice the bounds provided by the linear 

relaxation of NAP are tight enough to produce an excellent 

basis for a branch and bound search. This can be seen by 

reexamining LR2, one of the Lagrangean relaxation of PBS 

introduced in 2.3. If LR2 has all multipliers equal, i.e., 

A(i)=p V i=l,m, then it assumes the following form: 
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Minimize (maximum E c(j)x(j)-p E E a(i,j)+ 

subject to 

LR2(p) 

j=l,n i=l,m j=l,n 

P E b(i)) 
i=l,m 

E a(i,j) > k(j)x(j) 
i=l,m 

j=l, ••. ,n; 

0.:. a(i,j) < u(i,j) v (i,j); 

x(j) E {O,l} j=l, ... ,n. 

It is evident that for a given value p,EEa(i,j) = Ek(j)x(j) 

in the optimal solution to LR2(p). Thus LR2(p) can be 

rewritten as: 

Minimize (maximum 

LRN 

subject to 

E c ( j ) x ( j ) -p E k ( j ) x ( j) + 
j=l,n j=l,n 

P E b(i)); 
i=l,m 

x(j) E {O,l} j=l, ... ,n. 

But LRN is nothing more than the Lagrangean relaxation of the 

imbedded knapsack problem NAP. The optimal p* is given by 

the critical ratio, c(q)/k(q), of the only fractional 

variable in the linear solution to the knapsack problem. 

Therefore, if the optimal multipliers for LR2 are all found 

to be equal, i.e., A*(i) = p* V i=l,m, then LR2 provides 

exactly the same bound as the linear relaxation of the sur-

rogate knapsack problem NAP. However an improved bound may 
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be achieved by employing LR2 when not all optimal multipliers 

are equal. Both the degree of improvement and the difficulty 

of obtaining that improvement are matters for concern. 

The improvement of the bound depends on how close 

p* and A*(i) are in practice. Let (x*,A*) be optimal solu-

tion to the linear relaxation of PBS. Then associated with 

each constraint of the form E a*(i,j) < b(i) is an optimal 
j=l,n 

dual variable: 

y*(i) = maximum{c(j)/k(j) IX*(j)<I, u(i,j»O, a*(i,j)<u(i,j)}. 

Each y*(i) represents the rate of change of the objective 

value with respect to a change in b(i). Intuitively the 

formula for y*(i) results from the fact that if some budget, 

b(i), is marginally increased by E then the program (variable) 

j which is fractionally supported (x*(j)<l), can be further 

supported by the particular budget increase (u(i,j»O, 

a*(i,j)<u(i,j)). This offers the best rate of return of 

all such programs and will cause the objective value to 

increase by E·c(j)/k(j). 

Since there is a tendency for particular budget 

increases to support the inclusion of the same fractional 

variable, dual variables are often close or equal in value. 

The dispersion of the values of y*(i) is directly related to 

the number of truly fractional variables in the linear 

solution to PBS. Furthermore, fractional variables usually 

have return ratios that are quite close, and as problem 
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size increases the flexibility of the transportation format 

of the problem tends to decrease their number. Therefore, 

it is reasonable to expect that p*, the critical ratio from 

the surrogate knapsack problem, is a good approximation to 

the optimal values of all y*(i). Intuitively this argument 

can be further enhanced by noting that regardless of which 

b(i) is adjusted the objective value is most often marginal-

ly affected through the same variable constraint E a(i,j» 
i=l,m -

k(j)x(j) • 

Though the optimal A*(i) from LR2 are not necessarily 

equal to the optimal dual multipliers y*(i) - for LR2 does 

not possess the integrality property - they are closely 

related. An obvious starting point in solving LR2 is to set 

A(i) = p* V i=l,m, which, as previously indicated, generates 

the bound of the linear version of the surrogate knapsack 

problem NAP. For any given set {A(i)} LR2 decomposes into 

n separable problems of the form: 

Maximize c(j)x(j) - E A(i)a(i,j)i 
i=l,m 

subject to E a(i,j) > k(j)X(j)i 
SLR i=l,m 

o ~ a(i,j) < u(i,j) i=l, ... ,m; 

x(j) E: {O,l} j =1, ••• , n. 

Solving SLR is a matter of solving a simple linear knapsack 

problem which yields a positive or negative objective value 



and dictates whether x(j) is to be 0 or 1. A subgradient 

otpimization technique, such as that described by Shapiro 

(1979), may be used to converge on the optimal values of 

{A(i)} and the best bound to be provided by LR2. 
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Though solving SLR is a trivial matter, calling for 

the execution of the subgradient procedure at each node of 

a branch and bound algorithm requires careful evaluation of 

the tradeoff between tighter bounds and additional processing 

time. This is especially true since it is suspected that 

bounds improve only slightly because the {A*(i)} are usually 

very close to p* •. Computational experience will provide 

empirical evidence as to the efficacy of this approach. 

2.6 The Algorithm 

As is very often the case with implicit enumeration 

schemes, a heuristic is employed to generate an initial 

incumbent solution. This step may be avoided entirely by 

setting the incmnbent (zstar) to zero, but a good initial 

solution can dramatically curtail computer storage require

ments. The heuristic presented can be employed to find a 

solution to any problem for which a surrogate knapsack 

problem, such as NAP, can be devised. It simply applies the 

usual greedy algorithm for a knapsack problem in conjunction 

with feasibility testing appropriate to the original problem. 

Formally the heuristic (HEUR) is: 
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Step 0 Order the variables with respect to their 

ratios, c(j)/k(j), from highest to lowest. 

Let bbar=b, j=O, and set x(i)=O V i=l,n. 

Step 1 Set j+j+l and bb=bbar-k(j). If bb>O go to 

Step 2. Otherwise, set j+j-l and go to 

Step 3. 

Step 2 Set x(j)=l, bbar=bb, and go to Step 1. 

Step 3 If the current solution is feasible in 

the original problem set j+j+l and go to 

Step 5. Otherwise, go to Step 4. 

Step 4 Set x(j)=O, bbar=bbar+k(j), j+j-l, and go 

to Step 3. 

Step 5 Set j+j+l. If j=n+l stop. Otherwise set 

bb=bbar-k(j) and go to Step 6. 

Step 6 If bb<O go to Step 5. Otherwise set x(j)=l 

and go to Step 7. 

Step 7 If the current solution is infeasible set 

x(j)=O and go to Step 5. Otherwise set 

bbar-bb and go to Step 5. 

This heuristic was tested for both PBS and SLOT type problems 

and found to produce solutions usually within 2% of optimal 

and uniformly from 2 to 5% better than the integer program

ming heuristics recently suggested by Loulou and Michaelides 

(1979) • 
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The main algorithm to solve the PBS problem, denoted 

PBSALG is an implicit enumeration scheme which employs the 

linear relaxation of the surrogate problem NAP to obtain 

bounds. For expository purposes the following formulation 

and definitions are needed. Let FNAP be the linear re1axa-

tion of NAP with some subset of variables having fixed 

values. Thus: 

FNAP 

Maximize ~ c(j)x(j) + 
jEF 

~ c(j)X(j)i 
jEF 

subject to ~ c(j)x(j) < b -
jEF 

~ k(j)X(j)i 
jEF 

where F={jlx(j) is not fixed f(j)=O}i 

and F={j Ix(j) is fixed f(j)=l}. 

Let z(F), x(F) and reF) be respectively the objective value, 

solution vector, and index of the fractional variable ob-

tained when solving FNAP with sets F and F. 

The bound provided by solving FNAP can be decreased 

by p(F) a penalty for imposing integrality if x(F) is not 

integer. The form of the penalty was derived by Tomlin 

(1971) and is explicitly given for knapsack problems in 

Bu1fin et al. (1979). Given a list of subproblems (nodes), 

each corresponding to a different set F, ~he one with the 

largest upper bound, z(F)-p(F), is always chosen next for 

further exploration. 
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Suppose zstar is the value of the current best feasi

ble solution to PBS. Then a node, with its associated set 

of fixed variables F, can be eliminated from further con

sideration (fathomed) if one of the following conditions 

occurs: 

1. FNAP is infeasible 

2. z (F) - p (F) ::. zstari 

3. x(F) is all integer and feasible in PBS. 

If condition 3 occurs and z(F) > zstar a new incumbent has 

been found. 

When the above criteria fail to fathom a node, branch

ing must occur on one of the variables which is not fixed 

in F, say h. Two new nodes result. Both have identical 

sets of fixed variables FUh, one with x(h)=l, the other with 

x(h)=O. The selection of h is designed so that the bound 

created for one of the new nodes is as small as possible and 

that node is very likely to be fathomed without further 

exploration. Such a strategy is identical to that employed 

by Bulfin et ale (1979). A detailed description of the 

complete PBSALG is now given: 

St~p 0 Order integer variables such that 

c ( j ) /k ( j ) ~ c (j + 1) /k ( j + 1) V j = 1, ... , n-l. 

Use greedy algorithm to get an initial 

incumbent solution (zstar,xstar). 



Step 1 

Set all variables free, F=~. 

Set list of candidate problems empty. 

Solve FNAP and let x=x(F), r=r(F), and 

z=z(F)-c(r)x(r). Go to Step 2b. 
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If the list of candidate problems is empty, 

stop, the current incumbent is optimal. 

Otherwise, choose the candidate problem 

with the largest bound and let x=x(F), 

r=r(F), and z=z(F)-c(r)x(r) where F is the 

set of fixed variables associated with that 

candidate. Go to Step 2a. 

Step 2a If more than one variable remains to be 

fixed go to Step 2b. 

Otherwise compare z and zstar. If z~zstar, or 

z>zstar and CTP(x) is infeasible go to 

Step 1. If z>zstar and CTP(x) is feasible 

record a new incumbent (zstar,xstar)=(z,x) 

and go to Step 1. 

Step 2b If zup exists go to Step 2c. 

If jeF V j ~ r go to Step 2c. 

Find k=maximum{jljeF, j > r} and set F+FU{k} 

and x(k)=l. 

Solve FNAP. Let zup=z(F)-p(F), xup=x(F) 

and rup=r(F). 

Set F+F-{k} and x(k)=O. 
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If zup~zstar, set zup=-l and go to Step 2c. 

If zup>zstar and xup is not integer go to 

Step 2c. 

If CTP(xup) is feasible, record a new incum

bent (zstar,xstar)=(zup,xup). 

Set zup=-l and go to Step 2c. 

Step 2c If zdn exists go to Step 3. 

Step 3 

If jEF V j<r go to Step 3. 

Find k=minimum{jljEF, j<r} and set F+FU{k} 

and x(k)=O. 

Solve FNAP. Let zdn=z(F)-p(F), xdn=x(F) and 

rdn=r(F) . 

Set F+F-{k} and x(k)=l. 

If zdn~zstar, set zdn=-l and go to Step 3. 

If zdn>zstar and xdn is not integer go to 

Step 3. 

If CTP(xdn) is feasible, record a new incumbent 

(zstar,xstar)=(zdn,xdn) • 

Set zdn=-l and go to Step 3. 

Select for branching, if there exists a 

choice, variable k corresponding to z(k)= 

minimum{zup,zdn}. 

Set F+FU{k} and mark minimum{zup,zdn} as non

existent. 

If z(k)=-l go to Step 2a. 



Otherwise add the candidate problem with 

bound z(k) and fixed set F to the list and 

go to step 2a. 
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An important alternative strategy, based on the 

discriminating power of the necessary feasibility conditions 

MCOND, can be devised to eliminate the requirement to solve 

the maximal flow problem associated with the capacitated 

transportation problem CTP. When an integer solution which 

passes MCOND is found, mark the corresponding node as a 

"special" candidate and store it, without solving CTP, in 

its appropriate place in the candidate list. Only when the 

next candidate selected as a "special" candidate is the need 

to determine feasibility finally resolved. 

With this strategy the likelihood is that only one 

maximal flow problem will have to be solved - the one 

corresponding to the best "special" candidate. However, 

this procedure is executed at the expense of retaining 

many candidates on the list in computer memory which could 

otherwise have been fathomed through finding better 

incumbent solutions intermittently. 

Another alternative strategy, previously discussed 

in section 2.5, suggested the possible use of the Lagrangean 

relaxation LR2 to improve the bound calculated in PBSALG. 

That bound would be at least as good as z(F) - since that 

is the starting point of the subgradient procedure - but 
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precludes the use of the Tomlin penalty function. PBSALG 

requires no tactical alteration to accomodate this strategy, 

just the use of LR2 in place of FNAP. 

2.7 Computational Results 

The purpose of the computations executed was two-

fold: to discover how various parameters affected solution 

difficulty and to determine the viability of the approaches 

suggested. PBSALG was coded in FORTRAN IV and all results 

reported were achieved on the multiprocessing CDC Cyber 70 

at the University of Arizona Computing Center. An optimized 

compiler was used. 

Test configurations were designed with the PBS ap-

plication in mind. The costs of programs, k(j), and the 

station budgets, b(i), were generated from uniform distri-

butions. The expected proportion of programs purchased 

could thus be easily manipulated. Each u(i,j) value was 

generated using a beta distribution. The range of each 

beta was program cost dependent and given by (0, (f(l)+ 

ran*f(2»*k(j» where f(l) and f(2) were specified reals 

and ran is generated from a uniform [0,1] distribution. 

The beta distribution parameters a. and 13 were budget de-

pendent and given by solving the system: 

max { b ( i)} - b ( i ) * 
a.+I3=sum; 13=1+ max{b(i)}-mln{b(i)} (sum-2); 
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where sum was given to be some integer between 2 and 20. This 

method of defining beta distributions allowed value depen

dence on program cost and station budget to be manipulated 

through f(2) and sum respectively" while the number of 

. stations generally required to contribute to the purchase of 

a program could be adjusted through f (1) . 

All problems tested used the range [60,640] for 

program cost, k(j). In an effort to maximize the degree of 

difficulty in solving the surrogate knapsack problem, the 

expected number of selected programs was kept at 50% through 

setting the budget range at [120,880] when m/n=.5 and at 

[60,440] when m/n=l. Where not otherwise indicated the 

integer sum, which governs the pointedness of the beta 

distributions for values of u(i,j), was set at ten. 

The results reported in Tables 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 

used PBSALG exactly as given in section 2.6. They provide 

insight into the factors affecting the difficulty of 

solution of the PBS problem. All problems tested were of 

dimensions 35 x 35. 

Table 2 demonstrates the effect of lower program 

valuations u(i,j) (i.e., tight bidding). Note the break 

point where the restrictions became so tight as to 

severely limit the feasible region and made solving suddenly 

easier. 



Table 2. Effect of Decreasing Bids. 

(f(1),f(2» (.04,.02) (.05,.025) (.06,.03) (.08,.04) (.12,.06) (.16,.08) (.20,.10) 

time .023 2.558 1.446 .342 .240 .130 .112 

(secs. ) 

W 
-...J 
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Table 3 demonstrates the effect of correlation between 

program valuations, u(i,j), and station budgets b(i) (i.e., 

uniformity of preferences). The greater f(2), the less was 

the correlation. Expected valuations, f(1)+.5f(2), were 

kept constant. with loose capacity restrictions, f(l)+ 

.5f(2)=.2, no pattern' was apparent. 

Table 3. Correlation between Value and Budget. 

f(l) + • 5f (2) = .2 f(l) + .5f(2) = .075 

(f(1),f(2) time (f(1),f(2)) time 

(.20,.00) .179 (.075,.00) 1. 059 

(.16,.08) .130 (.045,.06) .805 

(.12,.16) .106 (.030,.09) .794 

(.08,.24) .;1-13 (.015,.12) .421 

(.04,.32) .153 (.015, .15) .377 

(.00,.40) .146 

However, when valuations were lowered high correlation with 

budget (i.e., uniform preferences) made the problem more 

difficult to solve. 

Table 4 demonstrates the effect of correlation between 

program valuations u(i,j) and program cost k(j). The 

greater ct + 13 becomes, the more the correlation increases. 

Again with loose capacity restrictions no pattern was apparent. 
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Table 4. Correlation between Value and Cost. 

(f(1),f(2)) = (.16,.08) (f(1),f(2)) = (.6,.03) 

ex + f3 time ex + f3 time 

2 .260 2 18.754 

3 .136 3 4.179 

4 .213 4 1. 004 

7 .112 7 1.093 

10 .130 10 1. 446 

13 .221 13 1.196 

16 .108 16 .690 

20 1.46 20 .702 

However, when valuations were lower there existed a 

dramatic effect. Low correlation with program cost caused 

the generation of thousands of solutions which failed the 

feasibility test but altogether cost much CPU time. 

Upon testing it became apparent that solving flow 

problems is the time dominating aspect of the algorithm. 

The knapsack routine and feasibility conditions otherwise 

operated extremely efficiently. 

Thus the two basic algorithmic strategies described 

in section 2.6 were examined. The first used an initial 

solution found by the greedy heuristic and solved all 
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capacitated transportation. problems to completion in order 

to maximize fathoming power. The second used no initial 

solution and only applied the necessary feasibility condi

tions, MCOND, until a "special" candidate atop the candidate 

list prompted complete solution. The number of branching 

tree nodes examined in both cases was identical since a 

best bound approach is employed by PBSALG. However, the 

second strategy requires the retention in memory of all 

feasible candidate problems until some better "special" 

candidate is proven feasible. This condition could be 

partially alleviated, if necessary, by finding a good initial 

solution and intermittently solving the best "special" 

candidate in the list. 

Table 5 presents some general results for PBSALG. 

Each cell reports the average computation time for 5 

problems - excluding compilation or problem generation. 

Times I and 2 correspond to the alternate strategic ar

proaches described above. Storage requirements never 

exceeded 4000 nodes for any of the problems tested. 

The uniform dominance of the second strategy is 

clear. In fact, in problems with tight constraints which 

tend to explore more nodes, most potential solutions exam

ined by the feasibility conditions were culled, but the 

first one which was retained and solved completely always 

corresponded to the optimal solution. 
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Table 5. General Results. 

rnxn (f(1),f(2» time 1 time 2 

25xSO (.24,.12) .179 .144 

125x250 ( • 24, .12) 3.924 2.419 

125x250 (.04,.02) 40.005 6.776 

35x35 (.17,.085) .122 .083 

175x175 (.17,.085) 2.106 1.135 

175x175 (.034, .017) 18.990 3.993 

Table 5 provides other insights. Given that value 

parameters remained constant, solution times seemed to 

increase no more than linearly with problem size. However, 

tighter capacity constraints through decreased program 

valuations induced significant but not excessive increase 

in solution time. 

Finally, some testing was conducted to evaluate 

the use of LR2, the Lag~angean relaxation, as a means to 

tighten bounds in PBSALG. The testing was quickly 

abandoned as computation times were uniformly three to 

eight times longer for 30 problems of various configura

tions. The arguments of section 2.5 as to the probable 

inefficiency of this approach had been convincingly 

borne out. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE SLOT PROBLEM 

3.1 Scenario 

The SLOT problem is a consequence of recent federal 

deregulation in the air travel industry coupled with 

increased demand for cargo and passenger service. Airports 

each have limited airspace: a given number of takeoff or 

landing time slots available each day. Their problem is one 

of allocating those slots amongst competing carriers. Of 

course a takeoff slot at one airport is quite useless with

out a complementary landing at another. In fact, airlines 

generally schedule planes in cycles of several connected 

flights often over periods exceeding twenty-four hours. 

Since public service is a primary concern of the Aviation 

Deregulation Act, the scheduling difficulties of the air

lines must be considered in allocating slots. 

The crux of the current problem lies with four major 

eastern airports; O'Hare, Kennedy, La Guardia and Washington 

National, all of which are overdemanded as cycle points. 

The Federal Aviation Administration expects 30 other air

ports to be in the same straits by the mid 80's. Grether, 

Isaac, and Plott (1979) relate a more detailed scenario. 
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They describe the current independent airport committee 

allocation mechanism. As previously pointed out, this 

procedure has several disadvantages. In its place they 

suggest each airport periodically conduct a sealed bid· 

auction for the primary allocation of slots. This procedure 

is complemented by a continuous open secondary market where 

free trading between carriers would alleviate scheduling 

difficulties due to unexpected primary allocations and 

changing economic conditions. Such a mechanism, in the 

true spirit of deregulation, fosters competitive behavior, 

allows small carriers to break into formerly closed markets, 

and ensures high demand slot allocation to the most efficient 

carriers. In addition, it can provide the airports with 

revenues which may become an important source of capital 

for facility improvement. 

Recently Day and White (1980) presented a paper in 

which the slot problem is approached from the point of view 

of carrier profit maximization at a single airport. The 

perspective taken seems inadequate to encompass the infor

mation requirements and structural complexity of the 

situation, and contrary to the intent of deregulation. 

3.2 Model Statement 

The slot problem is similar to the PBS problem in 

that any optimizing decision mechanism needs solicited 

value information to operate. In this case competing 
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carriers will be required to submit bids for any connected 

series of time slots (cycle) they wish to be allocated. 

They should be allowed to qualify bids with constraints of 

the form "we want at most p out of q of the following 

cycles". Because of flight demand patterns the week, is the 

logical cyclic time unit. The resultant allocation may be 

projected through any number of weeks depending on the 

desired frequency of repeating the allocation process. 

To facilitate the understanding of the formal mathematical 

model Table -6 presents a series of parameter definitions. 

The bid information solicited from carriers and the 

airspace restrictions imposed by airports can be used to 

parameterize the following mathematical optimization model: 

SLOT 

Maximize E c(j)x(j); 
j=l,n 

subject to E a(i,j)x(j) < b(i) 
j=l,n 

E e(k,j)x(j) < d(k) 
j=l,n 

x. e: {O,l} 
J 

i=l, .•• ,m; 

k=l, .•. ,p; 

j=l, •.. ,n. 

This model was developed to increase the overall 

efficiency of the slot allocation mechanism proposed by 

Grether et al., and decrease its reliance on an after 

market to sort things out. Three notable features of the 

model aim to achieve these ends: 



Table 6. SLOT Parameters. 

S~{mbol Defini tion 

i=l,m Index numbering the complete set of time slots 

for each airpor~ for 1 week. 

j=l,n 

k=l,p 

c(j) 

a(i,j) 

e (k, j ) 

Index numbering the set of cycles each cor

responding to a bid by some carrier for some 

set of slots. 

Index numbering the set of logical constraints 

carriers submit to qualify their bids. 

The value of cycle j bid by some carrier. 

Constraint coefficient: 

=1 if slot i is part of cycle j; 

=0 otherwise. 

Decision variable: 

=1 if cycle j is an element of logical 

constraint k; 

=0 otherwise. 
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b(i) The number of planes which can take off or land 

in slot i. 

dOd 

x (j) 

The number of cycles acceptable in group k. 

Decision variable: 

=1 if cycle j is accepted and corresponding 

slots are allocated to the bidder; 

=0 otherwise. 



1. Direct maximization of system surplus in 

the objective function. 

2. Airport coordination through centralized 

consideration of resource demands in logically 

packaged sets. 

3. Scheduling flexibility through contingency 

bids on the part of the airlines. 
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Since the contingency bids expressed in the set of logical 

constraints indexed by k=l,p have exactly the same form 

as the resource constraints, they will not be considered 

separately in further analysis of the slot problem but 

assumed to be part of the m resource constraints. 

The optimization problem which results from the 

given model is recognized as a variant of the set packing 

problem with general right hand sides. The enormous dimen

sions dictated by even a four city application (perhaps 

3,500 constraints and 10,000 variables) will present a 

significant challenge for the finest configuration of 

hardware and software available. Fortunately a practi

cable solution, within 1% of the upper bound provided by 

the linear relaxation, and very often the optimum itself 

in the discrete solution space, is achievable in a reason

able amount of time. 

Given the solvability of SLOT and its potential for 

ensuring an efficient primary allocation, several questions 
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follow: how to induce bidding carriers to reveal their true 

values, how to price allocated slots, and how to divide 

income among participating airports. The following procedure 

resolves these concerns: 

1. Determine a complete set of marginal (shadow) 

prices, one for each slot offered. 

2. Charge any airline whose cycle j was accepted 

in the solution to SLOT a price equal to the 

sum of the marginal prices for the slots in 

that cycle. This provides the uniform price 

feature which has demonstrated good demand 

revelation behavior in single commodity experi

ments. 

3. Return to any airport whose slot i was included 

in some accepted cycle j an amount equal to 

the marginal price for i. 

Such a scheme will guarantee that the price paid for 

an accepted cycle is less than (or rarely equal to) the 

amount bid for that cycle. If SLOT were a linear program

ming problem the determination of the suggested set of 

shadow prices would be a trivial and well solved matter. 

However, discrete programming problems present special 

difficulties with respect to shadow pricing (Shapiro 1979). 

In the traditional sense, Lagrangean multipliers for 

an integer program may not exist, that is no set of shadow 
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prices will perfectly support the optimal division of cycles 

into accepted and rejected categories. Therefore, it is 

necessary to develop a pseudo-dual problem to SLOT which will 

provide a reasonable means of establishing slot prices. 

Consider the following linear program: 

DSL 

Minimize r.y (r) ; 
rER 

subject to r. a(i,j)w(i) ~ c(j) 
i=l,m 

v jEA; 

r. a(i,r)w(i)-c(r) < y(r) V rER; 
i=l,m 

y (r) > 0 

w(i) > 0 i=l, ... ,mj 

where {x*(j)} is the optimal solution from SLOT; 

A={jlx*(j)=l} is the set of accepted cycles; 

R={rlx*(r)=O} is the set of rejected cycles; 

{w* (i) } is the set of slot prices to be deter-

mined; and 

y(r) is the amount by which a rejected bid 

exceeds the market price if at all. 

DSL ensures that all accepted cycles were bid for at greater 

than (or equal to) market price while it minimizes inconsis-

tencies on the rejected bid side. If the optimal solution 

to DSL is zero a set of perfectly discriminating prices has 

been found, as is always the case when linear and integer 
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solutions coincide. Further discussion of pricing consi-

derations and the proposed auction-optimization mechanism 

are to be found in Rassenti, Smith, and Bulfin (1981). 

3.3 Algorithmic Approach 

The viability of any existing general integer program-

ming algorithm as a method for solving SLOT is unlikely. 

Successful approaches to a class of discrete programming 

problems depend on exploiting specific structure. The SLOT 

problem is no exception, but that does not preclude the 

adaption of the general algorithmic approach used to solve 

the PBS problem: surrogate knapsack bounds coupled with 

simultaneous feasibility testing. 

In SLOT the natural structure does not yield an 

imbedded knapsack problem as in the PBS case. However, a 

surrogate problem may be defined through solving the follow-

ing two person game problem: 

SUR 

Minimize (maximum 
y?.,O 

subject to 

L: c(j)x(j»; 
j=l,n 

L: y(i) 
i=l,m 

L: a(i,j)x(j) < 
j=l,n 

L: y(i)b(i); 
i=l,m 

x(j) e: {O,l} j=l, •.. ,n. 

As noted in Karwan and Rardin (1979b), the optimal choice 

of the multiplier vector y will guarantee that SUR provides 
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an upper bound to SLOT .which is at least as good as that 

provided by solving the linear or Lagrangean relaxations 

of SLOT. The latter two bounds are equal by virtue of the 

integrality property. 

Direct search procedures, such as subgradient oriented 

mechanisms, are inappropriate to find the optimal surrogate 

multipliers. However, Karwan and Rardin have developed an 

efficient search procedure. This procedure, called LRMP, 

combines a Bender's approach and a subgradient type altering 

mechanism. Convergence is not guaranteed but empirical 

results provide strong evidence of the procedure's robust-

ness. The multipliers, easily determined through subgra-

dient optimization of the complete Lagrangean relaxation, or 

equivalently the linear programming optimal dual variables, 

are employed as a starting point for the search. This 

should prevent having to solve many additional integer 

knapsack problems. 

form: 

SNAP 

Assume the surrogate knapsack problem has the final 

Maximize E c(j)x(j)J 
j=l,n 

subject to E d(j)x(j) < bJ 
j=l,n 

x(j) 8 {O,l} j=l, •.. ,n. 
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To solve SLOT the simple non-adaptive enumerative strategy 

of PBSALG, using SNAP instead of NAP for bounding and an 

appropriate feasibility checking subroutine, is employed. 

Intuitively, the bounds achieved by the linear relaxation 

of SNAP are not as tight as those attained by the imbedded 

knapsack of the PBS problem. Moreover, the generalized 

format of PBS is such that many good solutions of NAP are 

feasible to CTP. The fixed format of SLOT does not lend 

itself to "natural" feasibility of SNAP solutions. However, 

this loss of flexibility is compensated by bounds strength

ened through other means of structural exploitation not 

possible with PBS. 

In lieu of hav~ng to solve a capacitated transpor

tation problem as in PBSALG, feasibility in SLOT is simply 

determined by additive tests on resource and logical con

straints. String fixing, the first of the additional de

vices capable of improving bounds, is also based on additive 

testing. Define minel(i) to be the smallest row i 

coefficient (this is always one for the slot problem but 

may be greater than one for other applications to be dis

cussed in Chapter 4). During execution of the algorithm 

when a partial solution of variables fixed at one cause 

the difference between the right and left hand sides of 

some constraint i to become less than minel(i), all 

remaining free variables with positive coefficients in 

constraint i must be fixed at zero. If this is not done no 
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feasible completion of the partial solution is possible. 

This causes a drive straight down the branching tree without 

creation of any alternative nodes. Enumeration is curtailed 

and a much tighter bound is obtained. The procedure is 

easy to implement since it requires that only running 

totals of coefficients of variables fixed at one be kept 

for each row. 

In keeping with d'Atri's (1978) philosophy of retain

ing as much explicit information as possible while creating 

an easily solvable relaxation, a second bound improvement 

technique can be devised. Sinha and Zoltners (1979) and 

Glover and Klingman (1979) have both recently discussed 

solving the zer%ne knapsack problem subject to a set of 

multiple choice constraints. These constraints have mutual

ly exclusive zer%ne coefficients with right hand sides of 

one. Under these conditions only O(n log n) operations 

are required to obtain the optimal linear solution where 

n is the number of variables. The premise is clear: 

relaxation of the set of constraints of SLOT to a set of 

mutually exclusive constraints will enable the calculation 

of superior bounds with little additional computational 

burden. However, SLOT has generalized upper bound con

straints, rather than multiple choice constraints, which 

cause a complication. A solution technique for cases where 

more than one variable from each mutually exclusive class 

may be chosen must· be developed. 



3.4 The Multiple Choice Knapsack 
Problem with General Right Hand Sides 

The bounding problem described in section 3.3 can 

be stated as: 

MCK 

Maximize E c(j)X(j)i 
j=lr n 

subject to E d(j)x(j) ~ bi 
j=l,n 

E x(j) = s(k) 
j ES (k) 

o < x(j) < 1 

k=l, ... ,m; 

j=l, .•. ,ni 

where U S(k) = {j Ij=l,n} and S(k)nS(h)=~ 
k=l,m 

V (k,h). 
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There is no loss of generality in the equality form 

of the constraints since an appropriate number of zer%ne 

slack variables can always be added. Moreover, singular 

variables which do not belong to a multiple choice set 

always form their own set by adding a slack variable. 

An algorithm to solve MCK is presented, followed by 

a lemma and proof of optimality. The current solution at 

any state of the algorithm will be given by the set of 

mutually exclusive sets: 

ONE(k) = {jljES(k),x(j)=l} 

ZERO(K) = {jljES(k),x(j)=O} 

k=l, ••• ,mi 

k=l, •.. ,m. 

The formal statement of the algorithm follows: 
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step 0 Set bbar=b. 

For each class k set x(j)=l and bbar=bbar-d(j) 

if d(j) is one of the s(k) smallest knapsack 

coefficients in S(k). Otherwise set x(j)=O 

and don't alter bbar. 

Check the sign of bbar. If bbar<O~ stop, 

the problem is infeasible. If bbar=O, stop, 

the initial solution is optimal. If bbar>O 

go to Step 1. 

Step 1 For each class k find, if it exists, 

_ . c (j ) -c (i) 
r (k) - max( • ~) { d ( j ) -d ( i) } 

~,J 

where i E ONE(k) and j E ZERO(k) and c(j» 

c(i) and d(j»d(i). 

Let in (k)=j which is selected in S(k), and 

out (k)=i which is selected in S(k). 

Choose rr=maximum {r(k)} and let xin=in(k) 

corresponding to the k selected and xout= 

out(k) for the same k. 

If rr does not exist, stop, current solution 

is optimal. 

Otherwise let t=d(xin)-d(xout) and go to 

Step 2. 

Step 2 If bbar-t < 0 go to Step 3. 



otherwise, set bbar=bbar-t, x(xin)=l, 

x(xout)=O and go to Step 1. 

Step 3 stop, an optimal solution is given by: 
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x(j)= o if jEZero(k) for some k,j~xin; 

1 if jEOne(k) for some k,j~xout; 

(t-bbar)/t if j=xin; 

bbar/t if j=xout. 

This is a constructive one pass algorithm. The 

initial solution is comprised of the feasible set of vari

ables which use the minimal amount of resource. The algo

rithm proceeds by switching two variables at a time, in and 

out of the solution set, in the most efficient manner 

possible until all the resource is consumed. In the lemma 

and theorem to follow a geometric viewpoint is taken and 

each variable j corresponds to the point (d(j),c(j» in 

2-space. Efficiency of switching is then defined geometri

cally by the slope of the line connecting two points 

(variables). Thus r(k) is the maximum such slope for the 

given class k. 

Lemma: At any stage of the algorithm for any 

class k the line defined by the points 

in(k) and out(k) and denoted io is such 

that no points in Zero(k) lie above io and 

no points in One(k) lie below io. 



Proof: 
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(by mathematical induction) 

Case 1: For the particular case of the 

initial solution the s(k) variables with the 

smallest resource coefficients form One(k). 

Thus for any two points p and q such that 

p€One(k) and q€Zero(k), d(p)~d(q). Also, 

in(k)EZe~o(k) and out (k)€One (k). 

Case la: Suppose j€One(k), and j lies below 

io, the line defined by in(k) and out(k). 

Since d(j)~d(in(k)) then j must lie in area I 

of figure 1. But that is a contradiction since 

j would have been chosen as out(k) by the 

algorithm. Hence j is not below io when 

j One(k). 

Case Ib: Suppose j€Zero(k), and j lies above 

io. Since d(j)~d(out(k)) then j must lie in 

area II. But that is a contradiction since 

j would have been chosen as in(k) by the 

algorithm. 

j€Zero(k) . 

Hence, j is not above io when 

Thus for the initial solution 

the lemma holds. 



c (.) 

" " ~ 

d(out(k» 

~ 

" 
" 

~io 

" 

in(k) 

d(in(k» d(·) 

Figure 1. Initial Solution. 

Cas~ 2: Suppose at some arbitrary stage 

of the algorithm no points in One(k) lie 

below, nor do any points in Zero(k) lie 
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above io the line defined by in(k) and out(k). 

Now suppose the algorithm selects class k 

for a switch of variables. Then what 

results is: One(k)+One(k)-{out(k)}U 

{in(k)}; and Zero(k)+Zero(k)-{in(k)}. 

Note no point in the new set One(k) lies 

below io nor does any point in the new set 

Zero(k) lie above io. Therefore, when a new 

r(k) is determined and the new in(k) and 

out(k) corresponding to points qEZero(k) 

and pEOne(k) are selected, the line given 

by pq intersects io and has a lesser slope. 



Case 2a: Suppose jEOne(k) and j lies 

below pq. Since jEOne(k) it does not lie 

below io. Therefore, j lies in area I, fig. 2. 

But that is a contradiction since j would 

have been chosen as out(k) in place of p. 

Hence j is not below pq \llhen j EOne (k) . 

Case 2b: Suppose jEZero(k) and j lies 

above pq. Since jEZero(k) it does not lie 
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above io. Therefore j lies in area II. But 

that is a contradiction since j would have 

been chosen as in(k) in place of q. Hence, 

j is not above pq when jEZero(k). 

Thus after the switch the hypothesis remains intact 

and the proof by induction can be considered complete . 

c (.) 

p --
I 

.I 
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.Iio 
.I 

II __ -pq 

~-
~ q 

/ 
.I 

.I 
.I 

-

d ( • ) 

Figure 2. General Stage. 
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. The proof that the algorithm achieves an optimal 

solution can now be given. 

Theorem: An optimal solution to MCK is guaranteed 

Proof: 

by the proposed algorithm. 

The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for MCK can be 

written as: 

~ d(j)x(j) '::'b; 
j=l,n 

k=l, .•• ,m; 

L: x(j)::: s(k) 
jc:S(k) 

o < x(j) < 1 j=l, .•• ,n. 

wd(j) + y(k) + v(j) .:: c(j) 

j=l, ... ,n. 

x(j) (w d(j) +y(k)+v(j)-c(j) )=0 

j=l, .•. ,n; 

v(j) (x(j)-l)=O 

j=l, ... n; 

w( L: d(j)x(j)-b)=O. 
j=l,n 

Primal 

Feasibility 

Dual 

Feasibility 

Complementary 

Slackness 

Note that the primal feasibility condi-

tions are always satisfied because of the 

manner in which the algorithm operates. It 

remains to show that dual feasibility 



and complementary slackness are 

satisfied. 

Case 1: Suppose L d(j)x(j)<b in the 
j=l,n 
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optimal solution. Obviously, no variables 

are fractional and the maximal c(j) in 

every class k has corresponding x(j)=l. If 

the dual variables are defined as follows: 

w=O; y(k)=max {c(j)} k=l, •.. ,m; and 
jES(k) 

v(j)=O if x(j)=O, v(j)=c(j)-y(k) if x(j)=l 

and jES(k); then all conditions are 

trivially satisfied. 

Case 2: Suppose L d(j)x(j)=b in the 
j=l,n 

optimal solution. Without loss of gene-

rality assume the ~irst class is the one 

with fractional variables. Denote those 

variables, which correspond to xin and 

xout of the algorithm by q and p, 

respectively. Define the dual variables 

as follows: 

w=(c(q)-c(c))/(d(q)-d(p)); 

y(l)=c(p)-w d(p)=c(q)=c(q)-w d(q); 

y(k)=c(out(k))-d(out(k)) w k=2, ..• ,m and 

out(k) is the next variable that would 

leave the solution in class k if more 



resource were available; and 

=0 if x(j)< 1; 
v(j) 

=c(j)-w d(j)-y(k) if x(j)=l 

and jES(k). 

Complementary slackness is examined 

first. The final condition is satisfied 

by the hypothesis for case two. The 

second conditions are always satisfied 

by the definition of v(j). The first 

conditions are trivially satisfied if 
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x(j) is zero or one. For the fractional 

variable p, the quantity w d(p)+y(l)+v(p)

c(p) is equal to zero by the definitions 

of y(l) and v(p), and the complementary 

slackness condition is satisfied. 

Similarly for the fractional variable q, 

the alternate definition of y(l)=c(q)-w d(q) 

can be used to prove the first condition 

holds. Thus, the complementary slackness 

conditions are completely fulfilled. 

Now dual feasibiilty is examined. When 

x(j)=l the condition holds trivially by 

the definition of v(j). What remains to 

be proved is that when x(j)=O and 



correspondingly v(j)~O then w d(j)+ 

y(k)~c(j) where jES(k). This condition 

can be rewritten as: 

or 

w d(j) + c(h) - w d(h) ~ c(j) 

(d(j) - d(h» w > c(j) - c(h) 

where jES(k), x(j)=O, h=out(k), x(h)=l. 
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(G) 

Note that when j=p or q and therefore k=l 

and h=p condition G is trivially satisfied. 

Then assume k~l and therefore x(j)=O. 

Case 2a: Assume d(j)-d(h)~O. Then by G 

it is necessary to show w ~ (c (j) -c (h) ) / 

(d(j)-d(h». Let i=in(k) be the next 

variable which would enter the solution if 

h=out(k) were switched out of solution in 

class k. (To guarantee the existence of 

i an artificial variable is created for 

each class such that c(i) = max {c(j) }+E 
j ES (k) 

and d(i)=oo.) They by the way the 

algorithm operates (c(i)-c(h»/(d(i)-d(h»~ 

w since class 1 and not class k was chosen 

for the final switch. But (c(j)-c(h»/ 

(d(j)-d(h»~(c(i)-c(h»/(d(i)-d(h» 

otherwise j would be chosen as in(k) in 

place of i. By transitivity (c(j)-c(h»/ 

(d (j) -d (h» 2-.w. 
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Case 2b: Assume d(j)-d(j)<O. Then by G 

it is necessary to show w ~ (c(h)-c(j»/ 

(d(h)-d(j». At least one switch has 

occurred in class k, otherwise the situation 

x(j)=O, x(h)=l would not be possible given 

the initial solution. Let s be the variable 

most recently switched in and t be the 

corresponding variable switched out of 

solution in class k. By the way the 

algorithm operates (c(s)-c(t»/(d(s)-d(t» > 

w because the Its for t" switch preceded the 

final switch from which w is deter-

mined. Since x(j)=O it was zero previous 

to the Its for t" switch or it was the 

variable t. And since x(h)=l it was one 

previous to the Its for t" switch or it was 

the variable s. In any case by the Lemma 

j was not above the line defined by sand 

t and h was not below the same line. But 

d(j) < d(h), therefore j lies in area J 

of figure 3. and (c (h) -c (j) ) / (d (h) -d (j» > 

(c(s)-c(t»/d(s)-d(t». By transitivity 

(c(h)-c(j»/(d(h)-d(j» > w. 
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, 
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h 

Figure 3. Case 2b. 
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s 

d ( • ) 

Thus, the dual feasibility conditions are 

satisfied, and the theorem is proved. QED 

The algorithm to solve MCR generates an optimal 

solution with m+l basic variables: two f:r'?ctionals in the 

first multiple choice class and one variable, ~ut(k), with 

value one from each other class k=2,m. The form of the 

basis is exactly the same as for the problem with unit right 

hand sides studied by Sinha and Zoltners (1979). They 

describe the basis, its inverse, and the elements of the 

optimal simplex tableau in complete detail. This information 

can be used to calculate a Tomlin (1971) type penalty for 

imposing integrality on MCR if it is being used to generate 

bounds in an implicit enumeration scheme. 
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3.5 The Algorithm 

Once the final form of the surrogate knapsack problem 

SNAP has been derived, HEUR, the greedy heuristic developed 

in section 2.6, can be used to find an initial solution to 

SLOT. Furthermore, because it is computationally inexpen

sive, the same heuristic may intermittently be applied to 

partial solutions in an effort to accelerate the fathoming 

process. 

The improved bounds achieved by solving SNAP subject 

to an additional set of mutually exclusive constraints (MEC) 

might also accelerate fathoming. To enable application of 

the algorithm developed in the previous section the following 

method for constructing MEC was devised. Called GMEC, it is 

not a unique method but one which is intuitively and empiri

cally sound for the SLOT Problem. Other methods can be 

found in Brown and Thomen (1980) and Schrage et ale (1981). 

Assume the set of optimal surrogate multipliers 

{y(i)} from solving SUR of 3.3 has already been found. 

Execute the following algorithm (GMEC): 

Step 0 Order the constraints in decreasing values 

of y(i)*b(i), breaking ties with largest 

b(i) first. 

Initialize the set of variables which are 

currently unassigned to any constraint of 

MEC as N={1,2, •.• ,n}. Set q=i=O. 



Step 1 

Step 2 

If i=m, stop, MEC has q constraints specified by 

the inclusion sets T (h) and right hand sides r (h) 

where h {1,2, ••• q}. 

Otherwise set i=i+l and go to Step 2. 

Set sum=O, q=q+l, and T(q)=<j> 

For each j such that jd~ and a(i,j)=l, set 

sum=sumH and let T (q)+T (q) {j}. If sum < 

b(i), set q=q-l and go to Step 1. 

Otherwise, for each j e:T (q) set 1'1=N {j}. 

Let r (q) =b (i) am go to Step 1. 

This greedy algorithm associates a normalized importance 

y(i)*b(i) with every constraint i then constructs a set of 

mutually exclusive, not usually exhaustive, constraints 
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~.mC with general integer right hand sides. HEC is appended 

to SNAP in order to calculate the improved bounds which 

result from solving the tighter relaxation given by: 

SNAP 

!-1aximize 

subject to 

E c(j)x(j) + 
j d i 

E c(j)x(j); 
j EF 

E d (j ) x (j) < b- E d (j ) x (j) ; 
jEF jEF 

E x(j) > f(h)- E x(j) 
j EF n T (j) j EF n T (h) 

h=l, ••• , q; 

o ..::. x (j) ..::. 1 j =1, ••• , n; 

where F={j ix(j) is free} and F={j!x(j) is fixed}. 

After adding appropriate slack variables SNAPU can be rou-

tinely solved by the algorithm developed in the previous 
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section. Assume the variables have been ordered, highest to 

lowest, with respect to their "bang for buck" ratios 

c(j)/d(j). Define the following quantities with respect 

to the optimal solution of SNAPM: 

z(F) - the objective function value; 

x(F) - the solution vector; 

p(F) - the Tomlin penalty; 

r(F) - the largest index such that x(r(F))>O; 

in(F) - the index of the entering fractional 

variable; 

out (F) - the index of the departing fractional 

variable. 

The algorithm (SLOTALG) to solve the problem SLOT formulated 

in Section 3.2 can now be given in detail: 

Step 0 Use LRMP to solve SUR to get the surrogate 

knapsack relaxation SNAP. 

Use GMEC to generate a set of mutually 

exclusive constraints to append to SNAP 

and create SNAPM. 

Order the variables such that c(j)/d(j) > 

c(j+l)/d(j+l) V j=l, ..• ,n-l. 

Set all variables free, F=~. 

Set the list of candidate problems empty. 

Use HEUR to get an initial incumbent 

solution (zstar,xstar). 



Step 1 

Step 2a 
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Set sum(i)=O V i=l, •.. ,m. 

Solve SNAPM and let z=z(F)-p(F), x=x(F), 

r=r(F) , fin=in(F) , fout=out(F). Go to 

Step 2a. 

If the list of candidate problems is 

empty, stop, the current incumbent solution 

is optimal. 

Otherwise choose the candidate problem with 

the largest bound and let z=z(F), r=r(F), 

fin=in(F), fout=out(F) and z=z(F) where F 

is the set of fixed variables associated 

with that node. Let sum (i)=O V i=l, ••. ,m. 

For each j if jEF and x(j)=l then set 

sum(i)=sum(i)+a(i,k) V i=l, •.. ,m. (Use 

HEUR to generate a possible new incumbent). 

If zup exists go to Step 2b. 

Find k=maximum {jljEF, x(j)<l} and set 

xx=x(k), F+F'U{k}, x(k)=l, and sum(i)= 

sum(i)+a(i,k) V i=l, ... ,m. 

If no such k exists, go to Step 2b. 

If sum(i»b(i) for any i, then set zup=-l 

and go to Step 2a'. 

Solve SNAPM. Let zup=z(F), xup=X(F). 
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Step 2a' Set F+F~{k}, x(k)=xx, sum(i)=sum(i)-a(i,k) 

Step 2b 

Step 2c 

Step 3 

V i=l, ••• ,m. 

If zup ~ zstar, set zup=-l, and to to 

Step 2b. 

If zup> zstar and xup is not integer then 

go to Step 2b. 

If xup is feasible record a new incumbent. 

(zstar,xstar)=(zup,xup) • 

Set zup=-l. 

If zdn exists go to Step 3. 

Find k=minimum {jljEF,X(j»O} and set 

xx=x (k), F+F U {k}, and x (k) =0. If no such 

k exists, go to Step 2c. 

Solve SNAPM. Let zdn=z(F)-p(F) and xdn=x(F). 

Set F+F-{k} x(k)=xx, sum(i)=sum(i)-a(i,k) 

V i=l, •.. ,m. 

If zdn < zstar, set zdn=-l and go to Step 3. 

If zdn > zstar and xdn is not integer then 

go to Step 3. 

If xdn is feasible record a new incumbent 

(zstar,xstar)=(zdn,xdn) . 

If zup does not exist go to Step 1. 

Select for branching, if there exists a 

choice, variable k corresponding to z(k)= 

minimum{zup,zdn}. 



Step 3' 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Step 6 
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If z(k)=zdn set sum(i)=sum(i)+a(i,k) V 

i=l, ••• ,m. 

Set F+F U {k} and mark minimum {zup, zdn} as 

nonexistent. 

If z(k) ~ -1, add the candidate problem 

with bound z(k) and fixed variable, set 

F to the candidate list. 

If z(k)=zup go to Step 3'. 

Set sum(i)=sum(i)+a(i,k) V i=l, .•• ,m. 

If sum(i»b(i) for any i, then go to Step 1. 

If k=fin or f=fout go to Step 4. 

If z(k)=zup go to Step 2a. 

Otherwise, set ii=jj=l and go to Step 5. 

If z(k)=zup set x(k)=O, otherwise set 

x (k) =1. 

Solve SNAPM and set z=z(F)-p(F), fin=in(F) , 

fout=out(F) • 

If z < zstar go to Step 1. 

If z(k)=zup go to Step 2a. 

Otherwise, set ii=jj=l and go to Step 5. 

If ii > m go to Step 2a. 

If sum(ii)=b(ii), go to Step 6. 

Otherwise, set jj=n and go to Step 7. 

If jjeF or a(ii,jj)=O, go to Step 7. 

Set F+F U {j j }. 

If x(jj)=O, go to Step 7. 



Step 7 

Otherwise, set x(jj)=O and solve SNAPM. 

Let z=z(F)-p(F), x=x(F) , fin=in(F), 

fout=out(F). 

If z.::. zstar go to Step 1. 

Otherwise go to Step 7. 

Set jj=jj+1. 

If jj > n, set jj=l, ii=ii+1, and go to 

Step 5. 

Otherwise go to Step 6. 
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Steps one through three parallel those of PBSALG presented 

in the previous chapter. Steps four through seven are 

added to allow SLOTALG to fix fractional variables and 

strings of variables and change the current bound and 

solution vector accordingly. Thus, in SLOTALG branching 

can terminate before an end node is reached. 

In Step one, when a new candidate is chosen for 

exploration, the greedy heuristic may be applied to generate 

a feasible solution which is possibly better than the in

cumbent. This feature may lessen storage requirements at 

the cost of additional computation time. The tradeoff can 

easily be evaluated. 

3.6 Computational Results 

SLOTALG was coded in FORTRAN IV and all results 

reported were obtained on the multiprocessing CDC Cyber 70 

at the University of Arizona computing Center. An optimized 
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compiler was used. There were several reasons for the 

particular experiments run. They were: to find the effect 

of matrix density and parameter distribution on solution 

difficulty, to test the general viability of the algorithm, 

and to resolve certain modelling questions concerning the 

proposed application. 

Test problems for SLOTALG were generated as follows. 

The dimensions, m*n, and density, d, of the zer%ne con

straint matrix were specified. The matrix was broken into 

four sets of columns: Set 1 had n/IO columns and density 

.2d; Set 2 had 2n/IO columns and density .6d; Set 3 had 

3n/IO columns and density d; and Set 4 had 4n/IO columns 

and density 1.4d. Each set i of columns was comprised of i 

identical submatrices. The configuration used is represented 

in diagram 3.1 Each column always had at least one non-

zero entry. 

o .In .3n 

A2 

Al 

A2 

.2d .6d 

.6n 

A3 A4 

A4 

A3 
A4 

A3 A4 

d 1.4d 

n 
o 

.25m 

.5m 

.75m 

m 

Figure 4. Test Problem Configuration. 
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The value c(j) associated with any column j was drawn from 

a discrete uniform distribution with range [l,g(j)] where 

g(j) was given by 100* (expected density of column j)/ 

(expected density of matrix). The right hand sides, b(i), 

of the m resource constraints were given specified integer 

values. 

Some noteworthy facts concerning the heuristics 

employed to initialize SLOTALG were revealed during testing. 

Table 7 reports resu~ts from two typical problem sets. 

Besides processing times in CPU seconds, the table indicates 

the total number of nodes generated before finding the 

optimal solution. 

The heuristic for generating an initial solution, 

as described in Chapter 2, was found to perform uniformly 

better than the SWI method of Loulou and Michaelides (1979). 

This fact was reconfirmed in the testing of set packing and 

multiple knapsack problems of Chapter 4, though to a lesser 

degree. The efficiency of this heuristic for general 

integer prvgramming problems might be a topic for further 

investigation. 

Two relaxations were examined as possible surrogate 

knapsack problems for the branch and bound routine. The 

first used the optimal Lagrangean multipliers as weights 

in the constraint "roll up", while the second searched for 

the optimal surrogate multipliers using the heuristic LRMP 
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Table 7. Heuristic Information for Typical Problems. 

Two Sets of Nine P~ob1ems: 36 x 100, density = .2 

Prob- Opti - Heuristic Solution Value/I'.i.rre #Nodes/So1ution Time 
RES 1em mal 

No. Value Loulou LAG LRMP LAG LRMP 

1 3547 3294/.68 3524/.88 3532/1.22 2236/9.71 2684/11.14 

2 3661 3480/.75 0/.78 0/.78 

3 2953 2740/.60 2937/.80 2937/2.00 735/3.51 1672/7.88 

4 3683 3451/.71 3672/.88 3663/1.01 730/2.57 826/3.07 

11 5 3296 3083/.65 3265/.83 3211/1.18 1716/6.50 1416/5.18 

6 3554 3156/.66 3354/.85 0/.85 0/.79 

7 3450 3356/.69 0/.77 0/.77 

8 3668 3407/.69 3657/.85 3658/1.53 1544/5.34 1688/6.57 

9 3871 3584/.69 3871/.84 3820/1.48 303/1.78 823/3.51 

------------------------------------------------------------
1 2402 2105/.41 2371/.81 2345/1.43 3213/10.11 3806/14.41 

2 2482 2267/.45 0/.74· 0/.74 

3 1966 1600/.30 1920/.79 1850/1.63 1453/5.81 4457/14.54 

4 2573 2204/.41 2573/.79 2542/2.97 110/.99 597/4.83 

6 5 2131 1751/.31 2043/.74 2083/.94 1095SV35.48 12708/40.94 

6 2348 2157/.41 0/.73 0/.73 

7 2342 2143/.38 2322/.78 2313/4.33 470/2.01 369/5.00 

8 2379 2110/.22 2352/.78 2661/.96 14254/>40.0 13706/>40.0 

9 2642 2091/.37 0/.75 0/.75 
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procedure of Karwan and Rardin (1977b, 1979a). The first 

method was the preferred choice in more than 90% of the 

problems examined. It was also noticed that unless the 

Lagrangean relaxation was optimal, LRMP never did yield the 

optimal solution for large problems (m ~ 48) and was very 

expensive to use as problem size increased. Certain 

conjectures arise from this experience: 

1. Though for a given class of problems as problem 

size increases the expected gap between linear, 

Lagrangean, and surrogate relaxations decreases, 

the probability of closing the gap completely 

through finding optimal surrogate multipliers 

also decreases. 

2. The use of non-optimal surrogate multipliers 

generated from the LRMP procedure has a distorting 

effect on the surrogate knapsack "bang for buck" 

ratios and is not generally as good as using the 

more "true" Lagrangean multipliers. 

3. In large problems finding the optimal surrogate 

multipliers, if they exist, is not a well-solved 

problem. Further research in stopping criteria 

and multiplier adjustment rules is required. The 

possibility of a switch from a heuristic to an 

exact linear programming routine, as the number 



of superoptimal solution points to be made 

infeasible grows, should be examined. 

Table 8 examines the solution of problems of size 

36 x 100 with density .22 and varying right hand sides. 
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Each cell in this and succeeding tables contains median 

information for a set of nine randomly generated problems 

unless otherwise indicated. In all the computational results 

reported no attempt was made to optimize the Lagrangean sub

gradient procedure for various parameter configurations. At 

a maximum of 115 interations with a step size check every 

four iterations, the times required are biased to the high 

end of the scale. All computational times are given in 

Cyber CPU seconds and do not include compilation time. 

Some problems were pre-solved if the surrogate relaxation 

yielded a feasible optimum or if the initial heuristic 

produced the theoretical optimum. Occurrence was about 

six to four in favor of the latter condition when no enumera

tion was required. 

The results reported in Table 8 examine the relation

ship between difficulty of solving a problem and the ex

pected proportion of variables (epv) in the solution. The 

latter quantity may be approximated by epv = (mean RHS)/ 

(n*density). As with knapsack problems the difficulty of 

solving is greatest when epv assumes a middling value (i.e., 

epv E [.33,.66]). 
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Table 8. Effect of Changing Right Hand Sides. 

Problem Size: 36 x 100 Density = .22 

RHS Pre-Solved Enumerated 

# Time # Nodes Time 

1 8 .60 1 889 6.07 

6 3 .68 6 4457 14.51 

11 3 .78 6 1544 5.78 

16 3 .83 6 1223 4.80 

21 7 .88 2 165 1. 39 

. , 
Tables 9, 10 and 11 g~ve some general results for 

SLOTALG. They deal with growth in problem size and solution 

efficiency. 

Table 9. Effect of Growth in Number of.Variab1es. 

Problem Parameters: epv = .5 

Pre-Solved 
N/RHS 

# 

50/4 3 

100/8 1 

150/12 4 

200/16 6 

Time 

.41 

.77 

1.30 

1. 60 

# 

5 

8 

14 

12 

m = 36 

Enumerated 

Nodes 

154 

214 

1363 

359 

Time 

.73 

1. 54 

6.43 

2.81 
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Table 9 demonstrates an interesting effect. While 

keeping epv and the number of constraints constant but 

increasing the number of variables SLOT problems initially 

become more difficult to solve. However, when the number 

of columns increases sufficiently, the probability of 

finding a solution close to the linear optimum increases 

enough to curtail the amount of enumeration required. This 

is due to the core order (distance between the first zero 

and last one in the optimal feasible knapsack solution) 

diminishing. 

Table 10. Effect of Growth in Number of Constraints. 

Problem Parameters: n=lOO, density=.l, RHS=5 

Pre-Solved Enumerated 
M 

# Time # Nodes Time 

24 8 .55 1 122 .71 

48 3 1. 05 6 1642 7.02 

72 3 1. 59 6 2935 14.73 

96 3 2.04 6 >25000 >120.0 

Table 10 demonstrates that solution difficulty is much 

more sensitive to the number of constraints rather than 

the number of variables. The categories m=72 and m=96 

had one and nine problems, respectively, which required 

more than two minutes solution time. 
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Table II. Some Larger Problems. 

Problem Size: 96 x 200 

Pre-Solved Enumerated 
Density RHS 

# Time # Nodes Time 

.04 2 7 3.60 2 202 4.60 

.04 4 5 4.15 4 816 9.51 

.05 5 8 4.14 10 2850 22.54 

.06 6 1 4.22 8 >12409 >120.0 

Table 11 examines the largest problems solved. The 

categories density =.05 and density =.06 had four and five 

problems, respectively, which required more than two 

minutes' solution time. The sensitivity of solution time 

to matrix density is apparent. Higher density creates mox.'e 

interference between knapsack variables and lowers the 

probability that a given knapsack solution is feasible. 

The core order correspondingly increases. In a real world 

application very low densities, on the order of .006 for 

five minute time slots, would be expected. 

There are two questions with regard to the model 

and application presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 which 

may be partially resolved through the examination of 

computational results. The first deals with whether an 



airport should auction s slots of x·minutes' duration and 

capacity for t takeoffs and landings or s*k slots of x/k 

minutes duration and capacity t/k. Problem size is af

fected by the choice of slot duration. Not only would 

fewer slot constraints make the problem easier to solve, 

it would generate more surplus. However, an increase in 

flight time variability would result. Table 12 gives 

solution times and optimal surpluses for various choices 

of slot duration keeping epv constant. 

Table 12. Amalgamating Slots. 

Problem Parameters: n=lOO epv=.S Slot 

RHS Density Nodes Time Profit . Duration 

24 20 .4 411 1. 89 3597 4 

48 10 .2 789 3.11 3298 2 

96 5 .1 21,896 117.75 3131 1 

As slot duration increases, profits seem to increase 

linearly while solution difficulty decreases geometrically. 

The core order is diminishing. 

The second question to be asked is to what extent 

airlines should be allowed to submit bids for mutually 

exclusive alternatives. For example, if for each cycle 

bid a parallel cycle one slot removed was deemed an accep

table alternative, the number of columns in SLOT would 
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would double while the number of constraints would increase 

by the number of columns to prevent acceptance of alternate 

cycles. This would make SLOT more difficult to solve but 

would increase surplus through a more efficient allocation. 

Table 13 gives solution times and optimal surpluses for 

various degrees (k) of contingency bidding in three problem 

sets. Every cycle had k equal valued representations each 

shifted by one slot. 

Table 13. Contingency Bids. 

Problem k Nodes Time Profit 

24 x 24 1 0 .14 789 

RHS=3 2 169 1. 50 830 

Density=.25 3 >53000 >120.0 >835 

24 x 24 1 0 .15 661 

RHS=3 2 1249 2.61 785 

Density=.33 3 49878 120.01 801 

36 x 24 1 21 .23 780 
RHS=3 
D=.33 2 36548 67.88 895 

As degree of contingency bidding increases profits grow 

at a geometrically decreasing rate, while solution dif-

ficulty expands exponentially. A set of parallel, one 

constraint out of phase bids with choice restrictions, 
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can cause 2n times more nodes to be examined in enumeration. 

These problems are, in their own right, a difficult set of 

integer programs to solve. What is interesting with 

respect to the SLOT problem is that amalgamating slots 

can achieve basically the same effect as allowing cQntin

gency bids but with much less difficulty. 



CHAPTER 4 

EXTENSIONS, ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS, 
AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

4.1 PBS Extension 

In addition to the Public Broadcasting Service's 

program selction problem, the auction optimization mecha-

nism elaborated in Section 2.2 could, with some modifica-

tion, be adapted to many situations where a cooperative 

group is required to select and contribute to projects for 

their common good (e.g. the United Way, different depart-

ments of a large industrial concern, etc.). Furthermore, 

PBS is a particular case of a subclass of genrealized zero/ 

one problems which can be used as mathematical models in 

many other decision contexts. They are formulated as: 
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Maximize E c(j)x(j); 
j=l,n 

subject to E e(i,j)a(i,j)x(j) < b(i) 
j=l,n 
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i=l, ••. ,m; 

x(j) E {O,l} j=l, ..• ,n; 
pi 

a (i , j ) EA ( j) = 

{{a(i,j)}1 E d(i,j,p)a(i,j) 
i=l,m 

~ k(j,p) ¥ p=l,r(j) and 

a(i,j) > ° ¥ (i,j)}; 

, 
where c(j) and b(i) are specified positive integers, 

and e(i,j), d(i,j,p) and k(j,O) are specified integers. 

The elements a(i,j) of any column j must satisfy a set of 

linear restrictions which may include either simple or 

general upper bound constraints both of which appear in PBS. 

The algorithmic approach developed in Chapter 2 can 

be extended to solve all problems in this class. What 

remains of pi when the vector x is fixed is nothing but a 

linear program, often a highly structured one. Appropriate 

feasibility tests can be devised for various configurations, 

but the primary requirement of the approach is to generate 

a surrogate knapsack problem which will provide good vectors 

for testing. 
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Because of its convex column structure, any problem 

pI can be reformulated as the following mixed linear integer 

program: 

p 

Maximize L c(j)x(j); 
j=l,n 

subject to L e(i,j)a(i,j) < b(i) i=l, .•• ,m; 
j=l,n 

L d(i,j,p)a(i,j) > k(j,p)x(j) 
i=l,m -

j=l, ••• ,n and p=l, ••• ,r(j); 

x(j) E: {O,l} j=l, •.• ,n; 

a(i,j) > a v (i,j). 

The "bang for buck" ratios of a knapsack relaxation for P 

give a way to evaluate the potential for inclusion of each 

variable x(j) in the optimal solution. There exists a 

natural candidate for this relaxation. It can be constructed 

by using the optimal multiplier vector achieved in solving 

the following Lagrangean relaxation of P: (for the purpose 

of readibility in the remainder of Section 4.1, the sum-

mations L Land L will be denoted as 
i=l,m j=l,n p=l,r(j) 

L, Land L, respectively.) 
i j p 
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Minimize (maximum E c(j)x(j) + 
j 

E A(i) (b(i)-Ee(i,j)a(i,j»+ 
i j 

L(P) EEll (j,p) (Ed(i,j,p)a(i,j)-
jp i 

k(j,p)x(j»)') ; 

subject to x(j) e: {O,l} j=l, ... ,n; 

a(i,j) > 0 TV (i,j). 

which can be reorganized as the two person game problem given 

by: 

L(P) 

Minimize (maximum E(c(j)-Ell(j,p)k(j,p»x(j)+ 
j p 

subject to 

EA(i)b(i)+ 
i 

~~(~ll(j,p)d(i,j,p)-~(i)e(i,j»a(i,j); 
ji p 

x(j) e: {O,l} j=l, ••• ,n; 

a(i,j) > 0 TV (i,j). 



Assume that {A*(i)} and {~*(j,p)} are the optimal 

multipliers for L(P). Then L ~*(j,p)d(i,j,p)-A*(i)e(i,j) ~ 
p 

o V (i,j) is a true proposition since if it were false the 

inner maximization of L(P) would be unbounded which is 

obviously not optimal as all zero multipliers provide a 

bounded solution. 

Theorem: The knapsack problem given by 

Maximize L c(j)X(j)i 
j 

subject to LL~ * (j ,p) k (j ,p) x (j) < n* (i)b(i) i 
jp - i 

x(j) E: {O,l} j=l, •.• ,n. 

is a surrogate relaxation of problem P. 

Proof: It needs to be shown that every vector X 

feasible to P is also feasible to S(P). 

Let (x',A') be a feasible solution to P. 

Multiply the constraints of P by the non-

negative vector (A*,~*) to get: 

L A*(i)e(i,j)a' (i,j) < A*(i)b(i) V i=l, ... ,m 
j 
and 

L~*(j,p)d(i,j,p)a' (i,j) > ~*(j,p)k(j,p)x' (j) 
i 

V (j,p). 

Take the sums over i and (j ,p), respectively, to get~ 

LLA* (i)e(i,j)a' (i,j) 
ij 

< LA*(i)b(i) and 
i 
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EEEU*(j,p)d(i,j,p)a' (i,j) > EEu*(j,p)k(j,p)x' (j). 
ijp - jp 

But by the proposition above it is known 

that 

EEEU*(j,p)d(i,j,p)a' (k,j) < En*(i)e(i,j)a' (i,j) 
ijp - ij 

since a' (i,j) ~ 0 Y (i,j). Therefore, 

through transitivity, 

EE u*(j,p)k(j,p)x' (j) < EA*(i)b(i) 
jp i 

and x' is a feasible solution to S(P). 

QED 

The subclass of generalized zer%ne programs con

sidered will always yield this imbedded knapsack at a 

reasonable cost: the solution of the Lagrangean problem 

through subgradient optimization. The efficacy. of the 

algorithmic approach will depend on the tightness of the 

bounds provided by S(P) and the efficiency with which a 

suitable feasibility test can be executed. 

4.2 Applications of the Extended ~lodel 

Certain particular configurations of P correspond 

to interesting applications. The capacitated facility 10-

cation problem where only fixed costs are needed differs 

from PBS in that the supply constraints with zer%ne 

variables are inequalities while the demand constraints 

are equalities. 
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The mathematical model is: 

Hinimize E c(j)x(j); 
j=l,n 

subject to E a(i,j)=d(i) 
j=l,n 

i=l, ... ,rnj 

E a(i,j)':' k(j)x(j) j=l,.o .,n; 
i=l,m 

x(j) E {O,l} j=l, ••. ,n; 

o .:. a(i,j) < u(i,j) v. (i,j). 

with the corresponding knapsack: 

Minimize 

subject to 

E c(j)x(j); 
j=l,n 

E k(j)x(j) > 
j=l,n 

x(j) E {O,l} 

L d (i) ; 
i=l,m 

j=l, ••• ,n. 

Actually the surrogate knapsack problem in this and the PBS 

case may be improved slightly, at some computational cost, 

through use of the relaxation designed in the previous 

section. This entails calculating the optimal Lagrangean 

multipliers rather than using the logical unit multipliers 

for source and demand constraints while ignoring the upper 

bound constraints. It is interesting to note that without 

capacity restrictions (u(i,j)=~), which is often the form 

of the fixed charge problem dealt within the literature, the 

solution to the imbedded knapsack is trivially optimal. 
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McKeown and Sinha (1980) recently investigated another 

fixed charge problem for which they cited many applications. 

Their original problem, not presented below, is also a par-

ticular case of the PBS problem. It was proven to be 

equivalent to an ordinary set covering problem of the form: 

SC 

Minimize E c(j)x(j); 
j=l,n 

subject to E e(i,j)x(j) < 1 
j=l,n 

x(j) e: {O,l} 

i=l, ••• ,m; 

j=l, ••. n; 

where e(i,j) is a specified element of {O,l}. 

SC is a special case of the SLOT problem and as such will be 

considered later. Computational results reported by McKeown 

and Sinha are no better than those given for the more compli-

cated PBS problem. 

Network flow with gains problems which have strictly 

fixed cost structure are also special cases of P. For 

example, consider the mathematical model: 

Minimize 

subject to 

NFG 

E c(j)x(j); 
j=l,n 

E e(i,j)a(i,j) > b(i) 
j=l,n 

E a(i,j) < k(j)x(j) 
j=l,n 

x(j) e: {O,l} 

a < a(i,j) .::. u(i,j) 

i=l, ... ,m; 

j=l, .•. n; 

j=l, ... ,n; 

v (i,j): 

where e(i,j) is a specified constant. 
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This problem is identical to the fixed charge only facility 

location problem except for the complicating gain factors 

e(i,j). It might occur in the following production context. 

Let index i subscript products dnd index j subscript pro-

ducers (materials, machines, men or plants). The objective 

is to minimize the cost of the selected set of producers 

subject to the constraints that each demand b(i) is met 

while no producer exceeds its given input capacity k(j) 

(lbs., energy, or hours). Ashley and Brunner (1981) 

recently examined a capital equipment selection problem 

which has a format identical to NFG. 

The gain factors invalidate the feasibility test of 

PBSALG but it needs only to be replaced by a specialized 

flow ,,'lith gains algorithm such as that of Grinold (1973). 

The appropriate surrogate knapsack problem can be derived 

using the method of the previous section. 

The network design problem where arcs are to be 

constructed at a fixed cost to meet flow demands is another 

special case of P. Its formulation is given by: 

Minimize L E c(i,j)x(i,j); 
i=l,m j=l,n 

subject to E a(i, j) - E a(j ,i)=b (i) i=l, ..• ,m; 

ND j=l,n j=l,n 

o .::. a(i,j) .::. u(i,j)x(i,j) 'II- (i,j); 

x(i,j) E {O,l} j=l, .•. ,n. 
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The feasibility of a solution, given a particular x 

vector, can be tested with a network flow algorithm. The 

surrogate problem used to generate candidate vectors x 

can again be derived using the method of Section 4.1. 

In addition to the above applications the general 

model P may be further extended to accomodate such problems 

which also include mUltiple choice constraints on the zero/ 

one variables. For example, Gavish (1981) considers the 

network design problem with centralized concentrators: a 

form of constrained minimal spanning tree problem. He 

develops a Benders' type decomposition approach and relates 

its computational inadequacy. The viability of an approach 

using a surrogate knapsack problem with multiple choice 

constraints should be investigated. 

4.3 SLOT Extension 

The airport slot allocation mechanism presented in 

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 may be adapted to other situations 

where some central distribution agency is offering discrete 

goods which have related values. If for example some con

trolling body wished to auction land or facility use 

privileges to competing interest groups there would be a 

desire to secure adjacent units. The mathematical model 

employed for such applications is part of a much broader 

class useful in a variety of modelling contexts. The 

broadened formulation is given by: 



Maximize ~ c(j)x(j); 
j=l,n 
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subject to ~ a(i,j)x(j) < b(i) i=l, .•. ,m; (1) 
j=l,n 

SKL ~ e(k,j)x(j) < d(k) k=l, ••• ,p; 
j=l,n 

x(j) e: {O,l} j=l, .•• ,n; 

(2 ) 

where each a(i,j) is a specified positive integer 

and each e(k,j) e: {O,l}. 

The constraints are divided into two groups: general knap-

sack constraints (1), and logical constraints with all 

zer%ne coefficients (2). The SLOT problem had only the 

second type. Nevertheless, only trivial adjustments to 

SLOTALG are necessary to solve SKL, and its viability for 

a variety of parametric forms can be tested. 

4.4 Applications of SLOTALG 
to SKL variants 

4.4.1 Project Selection Problems 

Project selection problems are characterized by a 

few(m) resource constraints, ~ach involving most of the 

projects and many(p) logical restrictions on selection, each 

involving only a few projects. Typical of this genre are 

the land use planning problem of Armijo (1981) and the 

recreational facilities development program of Gearing, 

Swart, and Var (1973). Because of their unwieldy structure 

and a proclivity toward scaling inconcinnities, these 
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project selection problems tend to be more difficult to 

solve than SLOT problems of comparable s.ize. For example, 

SLOTALG was tested using data provided by Armijo for a 

121 variable project selection problem. There was one 

budget constraint and a set of 76 logical constraints which 

represented a weak precedence ordering. Only 23 of the 76 

could be used to form a mutually exclusive multiple choice 

set. The problem took 3.2 minutes to solve. 

4.4.2 Multiple Knapsack Problems 

A multiple knapsack configuration of SKL is character

ized by a series of positive resource constraints only. It 

has appeared in the literature under several guises, begin

ing with the capital budgeting problems of Weingartner 

(1966,1967). More recently Shih (1979) briefly reviewed 

the topic and described a new algorithm based on using m 

independent single knapsack bounds for an m constraint 

problem. Certain discrete nonlinear optimization problems, 

not usually recognized as zer%ne multiple knapsack types, 

can be transformed to this format. The discrete multi-good 

inventory problem with resource limitations and decreasing 

marginal utility for inventoried units is one example. 

Bulfin and Rickel (1980) account for the single constraint 

case. The system reliability problem of Nakagawa and 

Nakashima (1977), where redundant components demand limited 

resources and the product form of the objective can be 



made additive through a logarithmic transformation, is 

another recognizable example. 
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Bo1we11 and Karwan (1979) view the multiple knapsack 

problem as a good test vehicle for their surrogate based 

integer programming algorithm. In like spirit SLOTALG was 

tested using their problem generator. The cost vector c 

was integer and uniformly distributed over the range [10,100]. 

A density level (proportion of nonzero entires) was set for 

the constraint matrix A and all nonzero cells were integer 

and uniformly distributed in the range [1,10]. The resource 

vector b was integer and uniformly distributed between 1/4 

and 3/4 of the expected row sum. 

The problems of Shih (1979) also provided a basis for 

computational comparison. There the cost vector was 

uniformly distributed over the range 1,100 as were the 

constraint coefficients. The resource vector was uniformly 

distributed between 1/3 and 2/3 of the expected row sum. 

Computational results are summarized in Table 14. Cell 

entries for SLOTALG are based on nine repetitions. 
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Table 14. Multiple Knapsack Problems. 

Source Size Avg. No. Ncdes Created Avg. Solution Time 

rnxn Source SLOTALG Source SLOTALG 

Karwan 15 x 30 42 5166 5.5 4.6 
3 reps. 

Shih 
5 x 30 264 195 5.9 .2 

5 reps. 

Shih 
5 x 90 576 1745 22.1 2.7 

5 reps. 

Table 14 clearly indicates that SLOTALG is trading off 

tightness of bounds for speed in branching execution and 

achieving comparable results. The possible existence of 

an efficient hybrid algorithm might be explored. 

4.4.3 Set Packing and Covering 

Extensive literature is devoted to the set covering 

and set packing problems. Necessary material to provide a 

basis for a limited comparison of SLOTALG and some existing 

specialized computational procedures will be discussed. 

Garfinkel and Nemhauser (1972) present an introduction to 

the area. They cite applications, give methods to reduce 

problem size, and explain various theoretical approaches. 

Gondran and Lauriere (1975) develop some sophisticated 
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heuristics based on a cost reduction scheme. Christofides 

and Korman (1975) organized a computational survey of 

methods available through 1975. The approaches of Balas 

and Ho (1980) and Etchebarry (1977) are the most important 

contemporary efforts and will be cited for computational 

comparison. 

The set covering problem can be stated as: 

SC 

Minimize E c(j)y(j); 
j=l,n 

subject to L e(i,j)y(j) > 1 
j=l,n 

i=l, •.• ,m; 

y(j) E {O,l} j=l, ... ,n; 

where e(i,j) is a fixed element of {O,l}. 

SC is a generalized set packing problem (as was SLOT) which can 

be stated as: 

TSC 

Maximize L c(j)x(j); 
j=l,n 

subject to L e(i,j)x(j) < g(i) 
j=l,n 

x(j) E {O,l} 

where g(i)= L e(i,j)-l. 
j=l,n 

i=l, ... ,m; 

j=l, ..• ,n; 

TSC is achieved through the variable transformatton 

y(j)=l-x(j) . 
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In SLOT the right hand sides g(i) are arbitrary 

integers. In TSC they are integers as large as possible 

without rendering the constraint non-binding. In the true 

set packing problem SP they would all be equal to 1. Table 

15 gives results for the TSC type of problem. SLOTALG 

employed no initial dominance test to eliminate variables 

from consideration, whereas a decrease in problem size of 

up to 50% was achieved in test problems cited from Balas 

and Ho (1980). Cell entries for SLOTALG were based on nine 

repetitions and give median solution times. 

Table 15. Set Covering Problems. 

Size Density Costs 

30 x 90 .07 c (j) =1 

100 x 100 .02 c(j) 1,100 

100 x 200 .02 c(j) 1,100 

Solution Times (Secs.) 

Balas 

Avg. = 3.4 

10 reps. 

Avg. = 1. 21 

5 reps. 

Avg. = 1. 26 

5 reps. 

SLOTALG 

.72 

2.30 

5.71 

About 75% of SLOTALG time was used to achieve the initial 

relaxation. There is some indication that this cost is 

better repaid in relatively more difficult to solve problems. 

Considering that the effects of string fixing and MEC 

bounding are minimized by the Get covering structure, the 
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the viability of SLOTALG is surprising. It could easily be 

enhanced by dominance testing and the inclusion of additional 

cuts suggested by Balas (1980) which will be discussed later. 

A particularly difficult genre of symmetric set 

covering problem, based on Steiner triples; was defined by 

Fulkerson, Nemhauser and Trotter (1974). Recently Avis 

(1980) has provided an illuminating discussion as to why 

super polynomial enumeration occurs when traditional linear 

bounding and fathoming is employed to solve these problems. 

SLOTALG solved A27, a 27 variable 117 constraint problem 

with unit costs, in about 5 seconds as compared with the 

more than 16 minutes required on the Univac 1108 by 

Fulkerson et al. No attempt was made to solve A45, their 

45 variable 330 constraint problem. 

Ratliff (1980) has also solved A27 in approximately 

5 seconds, and claims to have fathomed out A45 in two and 

one half hours on a large dedicated Ahmdal machine. He 

began with the optimal solution as incumbent and used the 

cutting plane algorithm developed in Bellmore and Ratliff 

(1971) to break the problem symmetry. The cuts added to 

the original problem are all of the form E e(j) x (j) > 1 
jES -

and therefore easily incorporated into the original structure. 

Recently Balas (1980) has refined this technique and shown 

the Ratliff cuts to be subset of those theoretically 

possible. Hence, better results might still be found using 
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this approach. It would be quite possible to generate and 

accomodate such cuts in SLOTALG with hope of enhancing its 

already respectable capacity to handle covering and packing 

problems. 

Th~ continued interest in this area is in part due to 

its many valuable applications. For example, Marsten, 

Muller and Killion (1979) claim to have saved a small 

airline $300,000 per year through analysis of its crew 

scheduling difficulties. In their formulation, constraints 

forced each flight on the schedule to be covered by some 

crew while each column represented a set of crew to flight 

pairings which were allowable by union rules. Baker, Bodin, 

Finnegan, and Ponder (1979) dealt with the same problem on 

a much larqer scale and decided that the only practicable 

approach was to develop a good heuristic, because the 

number of allowab.'.e pairing sets was so great. A column 

generation technique would have been very useful in this 

context. 

4.5 Further Research 

In conducting the research required for this dis

sertation, many related ideas were necessarily put aside 

for future consideration. Some were concerned with new 

applications for auction-optimization schemes; others with 

enhancing the computational prowess of the algorithmic ap

proach being developed; and yet others with new concepts 
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in the handling of various aspects of zer%ne programming. 

Some of these ideas, as topics for possible further research, 

are now briefly outlined. 

4.5.1 Optimization Aided Auction Mechanisms 

Potential applications in this area abound. Among 

them consider: 

1. Leasing of offshore and land use privileges. 

Lessees should be interested, for logistical 

reasons, in bidding for spacially and temporally 

contingent leases from the governing lessor. 

This problem is analogous to SLOT except for the 

uniqueness of the available resources. The 

underlying structure is pure set covering. 

2. Pollution emission control (Case 1980). As a 

means for market internalization of the cost of 

pollution emission, consider the following scheme. 

Assume that a network of measuring stations 

monitor local levels of various kinds of pol

lutants and that there is a prescribed limit 

for each kind of pollutant at each site. Then 

perpetrating firms would be required to bid for 

the rights to release into the environment various 

amounts of pollutants caused by given levels of 

specific activities. The underlying structure is 

rrul tiple knapsack with perhaps sane logical constraints. 



3. Multiple objective project selection. Assume 

there is a group of decision makers (e.g., the 

board of a company, or representatives from 

various government agencies) with a common 
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budget constraint but differing opinions on the 

worth of each of a potential set of projects. 

Allow each agent 100 value points which he is to 

allocate in proportion to his value for each 

project. Make public each agent's value vector. 

Give each agent 100 agreement points which he must 

allocate to all other agents in proportion to 

hL.s concordance with their various points of 

view. Form a surrogate objective for the group 

as follows. Sum all agreement points awarded 

an agent and multiply his value vector by that 

scalar. Sum the set of so weighted value vectors. 

Maximize this surrogate measure of group satis

faction to find a pareto optimal point for the 

given set of value vectors. Vote on the outcome 

and repeat until acceptance or a predetermined 

final iteration is reached. 

4.5.2 Algorithm Improvement 

The trials in developing and testing a new algorithm 

continuously provoke ideas concerning possible ways to 



enhance its performance. The following measures could be 

implemented for testing without major restructuring of 

approach: 

1. Create a linked list of nondecreasing coeffi

cients for each resource constraint in order 

to trace the minimum remaining unfixed element 

in each row. This would enhance fathoming at 

the cost of storage and search time. 

2. Branch first on all natural one variables in 

order to capitalize on the string fixing and 

mutually exclusive constraint bounding capaci

ties of the algorithm. 
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3. Where possible add Ratliff or Balas type logical 

cuts to the original formulation in order to 

strengthen the bounds achieved. 

There is also the more elaborate possibility of 

creating a hybrid algorithm. The "core" of a knapsack 

problem, as defined by Balas and Zemel (1977), usually 

comprises less than 25 variables between the first zero and 

the last one in the optimal solution, regardless of problem 

size. Considering this fact, proceed with SLOTALG until 25 

variables remain free, then use one of the following 

alternatives: update the surrogate knapsack and continue 

with SLOTALG, or switch to a more sophisticated bounding 

scheme. Because the number of free variables is small when 



the alternative mode is activated, it should be computa

tionally inexpensive yet bound effective in the critical 

enumeration over the "core" knapsack variables. This 

strategy also coincides with the notion that stronger 

relaxations provide relatively tighter bounds in small 

problems. 
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Another possible approach would be to update the 

surrogate relaxation every time a new candidate problem is 

selected. If the method used for choosing branching 

variables - worst alternative first - is working well, new 

candidate problems should usually have most variables 

other than core variables fixed. In thi~ sense it achieves 

the same effect as the previous strategy. 

4.5.3 Other Aspects of Zero/One Programming 

There are certain concepts which need to be tried in 

the more general context of zer%ne programming. A broad 

class of mixed linear integer programs was introduced in 

Section 4.1 and a solution procedure was established for 

problems with fixed column costs but variable column structure. 

When costs are also variable, a method for generating 

columns and implicitly enumerating all possible solutions 

needs to be devised. The crew to flight matching problem 

of Baker et a1. (1979), where union rules dictate possible 

column structures and costs, illustrates well the need for 

this technology. 
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There is room for improvement in the handling of 

logical (all zer%ne) constraints which form a part of 

many important decision problems. Some trivial results 

already exist: for example, consider the partial pre

cedence graph G and three equivalent ways to write the 

corresponding constraint structure. 

1 
(a) (b) (c) 

x(3) ~x(l) x(1,2,3)+x(1) < 1 x(1)+x(2)+ 

x(3) ~ x(2) x(1,2,3)+x(2) < 1 x(1,2)+x(1,2,3)+ 

x(4) ~x(2) x(2,4)+x(2) < 1 x(1,2,4)+x(1,2,3,4) < 1 
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G Let the set of variable subscripts indicate which 

projects are chosen if that variable = 1. 

Figure 5. Equivalent Graph Descriptions 

Set (a) provides the usual description for G; set (b) gives 

constraints with all positive coefficients which would be 

appropriate for SLOTALG: and set (c) is a singleton con

straint with one variable for each possibility. 

The value of such manipulations might be viewed 

with regard to the application of Gearing, Swart, and Var 

(1973). It concerns the appropriation of government 

budgeted funds for the development of tourism in 65 inde

pendent sectors. Each sector has from two to ten possible 

projects which are usually related through simple partial 
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precedence restrictions. Within this format reduction of 

the logical constraint set to a set of fewer mutually 

exclusive constraints can easily be effected. Though an 

increase in the number of variables by a factor of about 

two would ensue, solving the resulting problem might become 

a trivial task. 

Reductions are not unique. When the connectivity of 

the logical constraints is of high order they grow factorialy 

in the number of new variables. A theory for efficient 

transformation of logical constraints to a mutually exclusive 

set through reduction and relaxation should be developed. 

Finally, if solving problems with all zer%ne con

straints can be executed with extreme efficiency, perhaps 

some problems which are usually formulated with general 

coefficients should be transformed. Some difficult scheduling 

problems are prime candidates for this approach. Patterson 

and Roth (1976), in a lucid treatment of the resource con

strained scheduling problem, note that various formulations 

lead to altered structures which can be much more important 

than problem size in difficulty of solution. Consider the 

following alternative modes of expressing the simple 

temporal constraint "job i must precede job j": 

1. Traditional: 

y(i) + p(i) < y(j); 

e(i) < y(i) < l(i); 

e(j) < y(j) < l(j); 
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where y(i)=start time of job i; 

e(i)=earliest possible start time of job i; 

l(i)=latest possible start time of job i; 

p(i)=processing time of job i. 

2. Patterson and Roth: 

E (t+p(i))x(i,t) < E t x(j,t); 
t=e(i),l(i) t=e ( j) ,1 ( j ) 

where t is a time index; 

1 if job i starts at time t; 
x(i,t)= 

o otherwise; 

e(i),l(i),p(i) areas in 1. 

3. Proposed: 

E x(i,s)+x(j,t) < 1 V t E [e(j),l(j)]; 
s=m ( i) ,n ( i ) -

where sand t are time indices; 

n(i)=minimum {l(i) ,t} 

m(i)=maximum {e(i),t-p(i)+l}; 

e (i) ,1 (i) ,p (i), and x (i, s) are as in 2. 

The traditional formulation has many fewer variables, 

but the Patterson and Roth algorithm is more efficient than 

traditional approaches. The proposed formulation retains 

their choice of variables but replaces the single positive-

negative constraint with a series of all positive set 

covering constraints well suited to logical devices. The 

success of such approaches will be entirely dependent on the 

degree of efficiency to which zer%ne algorithms can be 

honed. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

The allocation of valuable resources in complicated 

economic systems is often controlled by large decision 

making committees. Intrinsic behavioral facto~~ and lack 

of reliable information offer no guarantee that any reason

able outcome can be achieved, much less a pareto optimal 

allocation. In particular the cases of the Public 

Broadcasting Service's program selection problem and the 

allocation of limited landing and takeoff slots at airports 

have prompted the consideration of optimization-aided 

auction mechanisms for mor~ efficient solutions. Mathema

tical models were developed and an explanation of the work

ings of the proposed mechanisms were provided. Including 

an optimization phase would allow a much broader spectrum 

of alternatives to be explored, possibly preventing the 

committee from locking into some local pareto-inefficient 

solution. 

The concept of injecting centralized optimization 

into a domain normally reserved for more traditional modes 

of marketplace maneuvering is innovative. It will not be 

accepted without adequate testimony as to the likely 

109 
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superiority of the resulting allocation. Some initial 

laboratory testing of the proposed slot auction-optimization 

mechanism has been undertaken (Rassenti, Smith and Bulfin 

1981) in the experimental economics laboratory at the 

University of Arizona. Initial resuits are very encouraging. 

Using the criterion of "total system surplus achieved" the 

proposed mechanism uniformly dominated a less sophisticated 

auctioning scheme by producing on the order of a five to 

fifteen percent increase in surplus. Auction mechanisms 

had already been proven preferable to typical committee 

efforts. There is also evidence that the proposed mechanism 

adapts quickly to changing economic conditions and is not 

susceptible to collusion or various formS of behavioral and 

strategic manipulation. 

The implementation of the mechanisms designed would 

require the ability to solve certain zer%ne integer pro

gramming problems. The focus of this dissertation was to 

to develop the appropriate algorithm. A unique optimization 

strategy was devised for this purpose. Its premise is to 

evaluate the worth of including any variable in the optimal 

solution vector and use that information to implicitly 

enumerate all possible solutions. The result is an approach 

based on creating a surrogate knapsack problem to be solved 

to completion in conjunction with a feasibility test which 

rejects all solutions not feasible to the original problem. 



The "bang for buck" ratios of the knapsack provide the 

desired variable selection information. 

III 

The mathematical model of the PBS problem was recog

nized to be a member of the class of generalized zer%ne 

problems but also a new variant in the class of fixed charge 

problems. A naturally imbedded knapsack can be used as a 

surrogate problem, and feasibility testing is a matter of 

solving capacitated transportation problems (CTP). To avoid 

having to solve CTP so often, necessary conditions for 

feasibility were developed. 

The mathematical model of the SLOT problem was 

recognized as a set covering problem with general right 

hand sides. No direct attack on this problem previously 

existed. The surrogate knapsack-feasibility approach was 

adapted but needed some redesign to ensure the viability 

which comes with successful structural exploitation. An 

algorithm for solving a knapsack problem with mutually 

exclusive generalized upper bound constraints was created 

and proved optimal. 

Both algorithms developed, PBSALG and SLOTALG, were 

proven viable through computational testing. Important 

factors contributing to solution difficulty were isolated, 

and consequences of model parameter choices with respect to 

the intended applications were also explored. 

In addition to their roles in the alleviation of 

decision committee inadequacies in the economic systems 
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cited, these algorithms were shown to be appropriate for 

applications in other contexts: project selection, produc

tion planning, and scheduling among them. Furthermore, the 

robustness of SLOTALG was demonstrated by its ability to 

solve 0ther traditional integer programming problems. 
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